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Rapid prototyping and manufacturing (RP&M) prototypes are increasingly used in the 
development of new products, spanning conceptual design, functional prototypes, and 
tooling.  Due to the variety of RP&M technologies and processes, resulting in 
prototypes with quite different properties, planning decisions to select the appropriate 
RP&M process/material for specific application requirements have become rather 
involved.  Appropriate benchmark parts can be designed for performance evaluation of 
RP&M systems and processes, and provide helpful decision support data. 
 
Several benchmark studies have been carried out to determine the levels of 
dimensional accuracy and surface quality achievable with current RP&M processes.  
Various test parts have been designed for the benchmark study.  Most RP&M 
benchmark studies published to date typically involved fabrication of one sample for 
each case of material and process.  Different companies and machine operators could 
fabricate the parts.  Hence, besides the process and the material, there may be other 
factors, such as the building style and specific process parameters that may affect the 
accuracy and finish of the part.  It is noteworthy that comparisons between different 
processes or between parts built by different companies have generally been based on 
statistically very small samples. 
 
In RP&M benchmarking, it is necessary not only to standardize the design of the 
benchmark part, but also the fabrication and measurement/test processes.  This 
research presents issues on RP&M benchmarking and attempts to identify factors 
affecting the definition, fabrication, measurements and analysis of benchmark parts.  
 vi
The aim is to develop benchmark parts and benchmarking procedures aimed at 
performance evaluation of RP&M processes/materials in terms of achievable 
geometric features and specific functional requirements.  The RP&M benchmarking 
design and study will contribute to the development of the planning and decision 
support software for RP&M processes. This research also developes a methodology for 
benchmarking RP&M processes using six-sigma tools. Case studies have been 
presented for performance evaluations of selected RP&M processes and process 
benchmarking. Finally the implementation of a web-based decision support system 
based on the benchmarking results is presented and discussed. 
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A benchmark is a term originally used by surveyors. It refers to a height that 
forms a reference or measurement point.  Hence, a 'benchmark' is a reference mark for 
the surveyor (Webster’s New World Dictionary). The essence of benchmarking is the 
process of identifying the highest standards of excellence for products, services and 
processes, and then making the improvements necessary to reach those standards.  It 
involves systematic measure of a process against a well established or performing 
process, and then adopting and adapting benchmarked functions or procedures that are 
more effective. The term has also been well used in identifying best practices or 
processes in manufacturing. Benchmarking has been gaining popularity in recent 
years. Organizations that faithfully use benchmarking strategies are therefore able to 
achieve considerable cost and time saving, with quality improvement. Camp (1989) 
has appropriately pointed out the working definition preferred for benchmarking. 
 
“Benchmarking is the search for industry best practices that lead to superior 
performance.” 
                               - R.C.Camp, 1989  
 
Rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing (RP&M) is a relatively new manufacturing 
technology where 3D prototypes are directly built from their CAD models. RP&M 
benchmarking is important for evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of RP&M 
systems. With the aid of benchmarking, the capability of a specific system can be 
tested, measured, analysed, and verified through a standardized procedure using 
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standard artefacts. Various RP&M benchmark parts or artefacts have been designed 
and developed in the last decade, primarily to evaluate the performance of specific 
RP&M processes.  Notable benchmark parts were proposed by Kruth (1991), Lart 
(1992), 3D Systems (3dsystems, WWW), Juster and Childs (1994), etc. These and 
subsequent benchmark parts have been designed and developed to test geometric 
accuracy, symmetry, parallelism, repeatability, flatness, straightness, roundness, 
cylindricity, etc. Today’s RP&M application areas extend beyond visualisation to 
functional and final manufactured models.  As parts fabricated by different RP&M 
technologies and processes possess quite different properties, planning decisions to 
select a suitable RP&M process/material for specific application requirements can be 
rather involved.  Benchmarking can be employed to compare and characterise features 
across different processes, and therefore help to identify suitable RP&M processes for 
special or new applications.   
 
 
“Current benchmark parts often favour a specific process or do not fully represent the 
features of “real-world” parts. Also, the lack of standard procedures for creating and 
measuring the benchmark parts makes further use and comparison of the resulting 
data of limited value. The number of benchmark parts available to the RP industry 
(specific number unknown, but quoted by one industry observer as more than 20) 
indicates that a satisfactory solution has not yet been created using this approach.” 
- Kevin K. Jurrens, 1999 
 
 
As rightly pointed out by (Jurrens, 1999) presently, a generic or common benchmark 
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Several benchmark studies have been carried out to determine the levels of 
dimensional accuracy and surface quality achievable with current RP&M processes.  
Various test parts have been designed for the benchmark study.  Most RP&M 
benchmark studies published to date typically involve fabrication of one sample for 
each case of material and process.  Different companies and machine operators 
fabricate the parts.  Hence, besides the process and the material, there may be other 
factors, such as the building style and specific process parameters that may affect the 
accuracy and finish of the part.  In RP&M benchmarking, it is necessary not only to 
standardize the design of the benchmark part, but also the fabrication and 
measurement/test processes.  This research examines issues on RP&M benchmarking 
and attempts to identify factors affecting the definition, fabrication, measurements and 
analysis of benchmark parts.  The aim is to develop benchmark parts and 
benchmarking procedures for performance evaluation of RP&M processes/systems 
and materials in terms of achievable geometric features and specific functional 
requirements.  The primary objective of the RP&M benchmarking design and study is 
to contribute to the development of the planning and decision support software for 
RP&M processes. 
   
 
1.2 Scope of Research 
 
The primary focus of this research concerns benchmarking of RP&M processes and 
systems. It involves proposal, design and fabrication of benchmarks parts that could be 
useful not only for the testing and comparing RP&M processes but additionally to 
employ such benchmarks for performance evaluation and parameter optimization of 
the RP&M processes. The process-related data captured during the fabrication of the 
benchmark parts by the RP&M process/system will be appropriately used for a 
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decision support system. In this thesis two types of benchmark parts are proposed: a 
geometric benchmark part and a mechanical and material benchmark part. The 
geometric benchmark is most useful for evaluation of the geometric accuracy and 
surface finish, whilst the mechanical and material benchmark parts are most useful for 
determining the mechanical and material properties of the prototypes built.  
 
Besides the aforementioned benchmark parts, another benchmark has also been 
identified as important, i.e., process benchmark. From earlier reports and literature on 
benchmarking, it is evident that it is not sufficient to identify individual benchmarks 
but importantly, also to identify a standardised fabrication process, or the best process 
to get the benchmark part fabricated to the desired properties, based on specific 
geometric or mechanical requirements. The aim is to fabricate the corresponding 
benchmark part to the best performance. 
 
The methodology proposed in the RP&M process benchmarking is a six-sigma 
approach coupled with benchmarking. The six-sigma approach is useful to deliver the 
best possible quality RP&M prototypes, through careful elimination of internal 
inefficiencies associated with the process quality output.  The combination of 
geometric and process benchmarks is investigated with case studies based on the 
Direct Laser Sintering (DLS) RP&M process. 
 
Using the geometric, mechanical and process benchmarking, a suitable database can 
be designed and used to provide decision support as well as information source for 
benchmarking new RP&M machines. An ‘Integrated Decision Support System for the 
Selection of RP&M Processes (IDSSSRP)’ is therefore also proposed. The 
architecture, working principle and implementation of a Web-based decision support 
system based on the IDSSSRP are discussed. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 
 
The thesis is organized as follows:  
Chapter 2 is a literature review of the reported RP&M benchmarks in the industry. The 
better-known benchmark parts are discussed based on their suitability in evaluating 
different RP&M processes and systems. A comparative study is additionally presented 
on the existing RP&M benchmark parts.  
 
Chapter 3 discusses the benchmarking of RP&M processes. Geometric and mechanical 
benchmark parts are proposed and discussed, followed by process benchmarking and 
its usefulness. In addition this chapter discusses the importance and relevance of 
standardized or benchmarked measurement systems. 
 
Chapter 4 highlights the importance of benchmarking for comparative evaluation of 
RP&M processes and systems. Geometric benchmark parts fabricated with four 
popular RP&M processes, namely SLA, SLS, FDM and LOM are described. The 
chapter presents the statistical methods for comparison of the four RP&M processes. 
 
Chapter 5 presents the methodology of RP&M process benchmarking. The six-sigma 
approach for RP&M process benchmarking is discussed. The approach basically 
comprises of using six-sigma tools for process evaluation and optimization. 
 
Chapter 6 discusses the case study on the Direct Laser Sintering (DLS) process 
parameter tuning based on the methodology of process benchmarking. The process 
tuning and the problems encountered are also discussed in detail to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the six-sigma way of benchmarking. 
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Chapter 7 is about the Rapid Prototyping decision support system. The proposal, 
methodology, architecture, databases and implementation of an integrated web-based 
decision support system, IDSSSRP are discussed. 
 
Finally in Chapter 8 after the conclusion, some insights for the scope of future research 
are presented. 
 
Appendices 1 & 2 are organized to present the experimental data, illustrations and 
results. Appendix 3 presents the table structures in the database for web-based decision 
support systems.  
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Chapter 2   Literature Review 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Benchmarking in RP&M has been gaining importance for a decade or so but generic 
benchmark parts have yet to be established. Various benchmark parts, roughly about 
20 in number, has been reported to date.  Many user organisations have developed 
benchmark parts that often tend to be process dependant and not necessarily serve as 
generic parts for evaluation purposes across the different RP&M processes. The 
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), in Philadelphia, established a 
new subcommittee, E28.16 (Roberts, 1997) on Rapid Prototyping, part of the ASTM 
Committee E-28 on Mechanical Testing, highlighting the need for consensus 
benchmarks for RP&M. The subcommittee has developed a benchmark on tensile 
strength as its initial project. In addition, it was working to develop benchmarks on 
dimensional tolerance, twist, shrink, curl, linear accuracy, point-to-point 3D accuracy, 
curvilinear accuracy, and other aspects. However, the committee now no longer exists. 
This chapter briefly discusses some of the benchmark studies reported in the RP&M 
industry. These benchmarks have served as references in this work for the proposals 
and key characteristics of more generic benchmarks.  
 
2.2 Review of RP&M Benchmark Parts 
In the following subsections some of the notable benchmark parts reported in literature 
are briefly discussed. 
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2.2.1 Kruth (1991)  
An inverted U frame possessing several geometric features, such as a cylindrical shell, 
inclined cylinders, pegs and overhangs, is used as the test part (Kruth, 1991), shown in 
Figure 2.1. This benchmark part focuses on the overall performance of the RP&M 
system. Its largest dimension (100 mm) is relatively small compared to the build size 




















Fig 2.1.  Parts produced by different techniques: Kruth, 1991 
 
2.2.2 Gargiulo - 3D Systems (1992)  
Targeted to test the in-plane accuracy of SLA machines, the symmetric design of this 
part in Figure 2.2 is suitable for the examination of linear accuracy of RP&M parts 
(Gargiulo, 1992). Its features are planar and generally does not test geometric 
tolerances related to roundness, cylindricity and concentricity. 
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Fig 2.2.  The in-plane benchmark part: Gargiulo, 1992 
 
2.2.3 Wohlers (1992) 
Wohlers (1992) reported a benchmark study conducted by Chrysler’s Jeep and Truck 
Engineering in which a finely detailed speedometer adapter (1.5” x 1.5” x 3” in size) 
was built on different RP&M systems. In their study, system speed and cost were the 
most important factors. Accuracy, strength nor surface finish was studied in detail. 
Parts were simply measured to ensure that they were with in specifications.  
 
2.2.4 Lart (1992) 
This benchmark part is rich in fine- and medium-sized features (Lart, 1992) as shown 
in Figure 2.3. Many of these features, such as the recessed fins and cantilevers, are not 
easily accessible to a typical co-ordinate measurement system. 
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Fig 2.3.  General view of the model used in comparative study: Lart, 1922  
 
2.2.5 Van Putte (1992) 
Van Putte (1992) reports on a benchmarking study by Eastman Kodak, to study the 
capabilities of five RP&M processes to faithfully reproduce features on a test part. The 
test part was originally designed to compare various CAD/ CAM packages in 
designing, altering, analysing and machining Kodak components (as can be seen from 
Figure 2.4). Each RP&M process built only one test part and the design part consists of 
features only important to Kodak. Different softwares were used to generate the part 
drawings. All these factors limit the usefulness of the results to others. 
 
Fig 2.4.  The Kodak benchmark part, 1992 
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2.2.6 Schmidt (1994) 
Schmidt (1994) reported the study when Chrysler sent the same part as mentioned in 
Section 2.2.3 to different RP&M manufacturers. In this study as compared to the 
earlier, the objective to assist the users in selecting the fastest/ cheapest system 
remained the same. It was concluded from the study that there are no set rules to 
choose any one RP&M system. It was recommended that each manufacturer review 
factors like the end-use of the RP&M models, urgency of turn around time, availability 
of capitol, trained personnel and location of equipment before selecting the 
technology. 
2.2.7 Aubin (1994)  
Aubin (1994) presents the results of a worldwide assessment of commercial rapid 
prototyping technologies that was initiated by the Intelligent Manufacturing Systems 
(IMS) project. The objectives of this assessment included characterization of the 
commercially available rapid prototyping technologies by identifying their economic 
factors and technical capabilities. The study aimed to benchmark the pre-processing, 
building and post-processing time to fabricate an IMS benchmark part (Figure 2.5). 
The part basically consists of holes, thin walls, overhangs, blends, angles and free-
form surfaces. From the study, the comparison of the pre-processing, building and 
post- processing times indicated differences in the processes studied. 
Fig 2.5.  The IMS benchmark part, 1994 
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2.2.8 Juster and Childs (1994) 
The benchmark part has been used to examine both linear accuracy and feature 
repeatability (Juster and Childs, 1994) of RP&M parts built with four main RP&M 
processes, stereolithography, selective layer sintering, fused deposition modelling, 
laminated object manufacturing. The benchmark part shown in Figure 2.6 incorporates 
repeated features and dimensions of varying scales for evaluation of relative merits of 
the RP&M techniques with respect to the accuracy of features in different dimensional 
scales. The part is also referred to as CARP (computer aided rapid prototyping). Their 
study shows that the photo-polymerisation process gives a better performance in the 
creation of fine features compared to the other processes. 
 
 
Fig 2.6.  The benchmark part: Juster & Childs, 1994 
 
 
2.2.9 Ippolito, Iuliano and Fillippi (1994) 
Their first aim was to propose a technique for checking the geometric dimensions and 
tolerances of RP&M work pieces according to ANSI-ISO standards (Ippolito et al., 
1994). To do this, a well-known user part by 3D System (as shown in Figure 2.7) was 
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built with different RP&M technologies and with different materials in order to 
characterise each RP&M system. The results of their study showed that the user part 
was unsuitable for assessing the performances of a particular technique in the creation 
of the non-flat surfaces. Therefore a new type of user part shown in Figure 2.8 was 
proposed to provide information on the evaluation of accuracy in the reproduction of 
non-flat surfaces, measurement of roughness, reproduction of very small parts and 
creation of relatively thin walls with non-flat edges. The proposed new type of user 
part consists of a cylinder that merges with a sphere via a gently sloping surface and 
with appendices extruded towards the inside and outside, bounded by interlinked flat 








Fig 2.7.  User part created in metric units: Ippolito, Iuliano and Fillippi, 1994 
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Fig 2.8.  The proposed 3D user part: Ippolito, Iuliano and Fillippi, 1994 
 
 
2.2.10 Ippolito, Iuliano and Gatto (1995) 
Using the 3D System benchmark part shown in Figure 2.7, they looked into the 
development, fabrication and testing of the benchmark part to investigate dimensional 
accuracy and surface finish. A new technique of checking the machine quality of a 
RP&M workpiece according to the ANSI-ISO standards (Ippolito et al., 1995; ANSI, 
WWW) was proposed. The surface of the RP&M model was also observed by SEM 
microscope and the study showed that the dimensional accuracy provided by the 
various RP&M techniques was generally the same. However, the final results were 
influenced by the material chosen and the operating parameters. 
 
2.2.11 Shellabear - (1998) and Reeves & Cobb (1996)   
A comprehensive study was conducted by Shellabear (1998) that involved the 
fabrication of more than 44 workpieces built using different materials and RP&M 
processes based on a proposed benchmark part designed by Reeves & Cobb (1996), as 
shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10. Regarding dimensional accuracy, this study 
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could not obtain the accuracy claims (e.g., 0.1 mm to 0.1%) of certain RP&M methods 
or systems. It appears that in a number of cases, the dimensional accuracy could have 
been improved by using different scaling factors in the X, Y and Z-axes of the RP&M 
system. As the study is based on the same benchmark part used in an earlier study by 
Reeves & Cobb, the results serve to extend the latter study and provide some 
indication of progress or changes in the technologies between the two studies.  The 
benchmark part comprises planar surfaces, which include various angles to the 
building direction (Z) and dimensions in X, Y and Z.  Like most RP&M benchmark 
studies published to date, typically only one sample of each case (of material and 
process) was fabricated. The parts were also built by different companies and machine 
operators. Hence, there may be other factors (besides the process and the material, 
such as the building style and specific process parameters) that may affect the accuracy 
and finish of the part.  It is noteworthy that the authors stated that comparisons 
between different processes or between parts built by different companies are therefore 
based on statistically very small samples and should be treated with caution.  In 
addition, although the same benchmark part was used, the measurement results could 
not be directly correlated with those of Reeves & Cobb due to different measurement 
methods. 
 
Fig 2.9.  Geometric benchmark part by Reeves and Cobb, 1996 
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Fig 2.10.  Test parts from different RP&M processes (M. Shellabear, 1998) 
 
2.2.12 Jayaram, Bagchi, Almonte (1994) 
A simple test part (seen in Figure 2.11) basically comprising of cylinders, cones and 
prismatic boxes (Jayaram et al., 1994) was used in the study. The part has four 
cylinders, tilted at 0, 30, 60 and 90 degrees from the vertical axis. These were used to 
study the effect of tilting features. A stepped cone with four sections of different cone 
angles was used to study stair-stepping. The prismatic boxes were used to study 
straightness and parallelism of edges and warpage of flat surfaces. The part aimed to 
provide insight into various pre-processing, building and post-processing issues. Their 
investigation was considered a start point in developing standards. 
 
Fig 2.11.  Test part used by Jayaram et al., 1994 
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2.2.13 Xu Fen and Shi Dongping (1999)  
 benchmarking aim to develop 
 
                
 
Fig 2.13.  nchmark for geometric accuracy by Shi Dongping  
 
The research efforts of Xu (1999) and Shi (1999) on
practical and more generic benchmark parts (Figure 2.12 & Figure 2.13) that can 
provide data for decision support, and enable comparative performance 
analyses/evaluations of different RP&M processes/systems. Table 2.1 summaries 









Fig 2.12.  Benchmark part by Xu Fen, 1999 
   
Be
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Table 2.1.  Summary of reported benchmark parts (Wong et al., 2004) 
 
In the earlier sections, a number of geometric parts have been reported. However there 
Properties Kruth 
(1991) 











Size  Small Medium  Large  Large  Large Small  
Dimensions 100 x 50 mm      _ 240 x 240 
mm 
240 x 240 
mm 













































to CMM  
Simple  Simple  Simple  Easy but not 
standardised 
are certain disadvantages when using these benchmark parts for comparing across 
various RP&M processes and systems. As in the case of the part reported by Kruth, its 
largest dimension (100 mm) is relatively small compared to the build size available in 
most machines. For the part reported by Gargiulo, the features are planar and generally 
does not test geometric tolerances related to roundness, cylindricity and concentricity. 
Lart reported a part that is rich in fine features that are difficult for computerized 
measurement purposes. The Eastman Kodak benchmark part reported by Van Putte, 
could provide data only specific to the company’s requirements. Thier part was 
originally designed to compare various CAD/ CAM packages in designing, altering, 
analysing and machining Kodak components. Wohlers and Schmidt both reported the 
same part, a speedometer adapter the size (1.5” x 1.5” x 3”) of which was very small 
for comparison purposes. Aubin reports the IMS benchmark part specifically for 
identifying the economic factors and technical capabilities of RP&M processes. Juster 
and Childs reports a CARP model which has a size (250 x 250 mm) too big for some 
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RP&M systems. As in the case of the user part reported by Ippolito, the measurement 
was more difficult. The part reported by Reeves & Cobb and Shellabear was limited to 
testing only planar surfaces. The different parts reported by Jayaram, Xu and Shi, were 
all based on only selected geometric features and hence not comprehensive. 
 
The reported benchmarks have each covered specific aspects like accuracy, cost, post-
part are proposed and discussed in detail. 
processing, etc., but with certain limitations in terms of size, features, complexity or 
purpose, different measuring techniques, etc. A generic benchmark part should 
therefore be designed in a way to cover various aspects into one part, as a test for 
multiple purposes for comparative evaluations across various RP&M processes and 
systems. Table 2.2 presents a comparison of features on selected benchmarks parts. 
For example considering ‘solid cylinders’ in Table 2.2, one can see that not all 
benchmark parts reported had this geometric feature incorporated. In the proposed 
benchmark part however, it was ensured that all geometric features were incorporated. 
Additionally the benchmark part must be consistently measured using standardized 
measuring techniques. Evaluations for RP&M process generally involve testing the 
geometric and mechanical properties. Hence in this thesis we have proposed individual 
benchmark parts to test the geometric and mechanical properties of the RP&M 
processes/ systems. A geometric benchmark must be a designed to test the accuracy of 
the system in the X, Y, Z axes, including the accuracy of building and reproducing 
individual geometric features for comparison purposes. The benchmark part should 
also provide for relative measurements, surface roughness, etc. The mechanical 
benchmark part should provide tests for various mechanical properties like tensile, 
compressive, creep, etc. In Chapter 3, a geometric part and a mechanical benchmark 
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Table 2.2.  Comparison of selected geometric benchmark part designs 
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cylinders √ √ √ ¯ √ √ 
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√   Denotes tha e particul  feature ha een inclu d  
    ¯  Denotes that the particular feature has  
t th ar s b de
                  not been included
 
2.3 Summa
A benchmark part consisting of three-dimensional (3D) part features built in a variety 
ze nd orientations can be used for RP&M process/ system 
chanical benchmark part is 
quired. In addition, best process performance needs to be identified from the 
ry 
of si s, locations, a
performance evaluation. Most benchmark parts reported have been geometric 
benchmark parts. These have been presented and discussed. From the benchmark parts 
reported, it is evident that generic RP&M benchmark parts are yet to be established for 
performance evaluation across different RP&M processes.  
 
For evaluation of mechanical properties of built parts, a me
re
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fabrication of the geometric and mechanical benchmark parts. This will require a 
process benchmarking involving testing, measurement and analytical procedures. The 
next chapter presents proposals towards generalised benchmarking consisting of a 
geometric benchmark part, mechanical benchmark part and standardized procedure for 
the fabrication, testing/measurement and evaluation of RP&M processes/systems. The 
focus of this research is on RP&M process benchmarking using a geometric 
benchmark part. Case studies provided in the later chapters will be based on the 
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The primary performance indices for evaluating RP&M systems are speed, cost, 
dimensional accuracy and surface finish. Current approaches for analysing these 
factors are consisted of defining and building benchmark parts. Several user 
organizations have developed various benchmark parts for evaluating specific RP&M 
systems or particular aspects of an RP&M process. These benchmark parts tend to be 
system or process-dependent that may not provide meaningful or comparative data 
across applications, systems, or processes. In addition, the lack of standardized 
procedures for building and measuring the benchmark parts can incur significant 
variations in the outcomes of the performance evaluation conducted on the benchmark 
parts, as have been reported by Shellabear (1998). As mentioned in the earlier chapter 
about the number of benchmark parts available to the RP&M industry (Jurrens, 1999), 
which indicates the need to search for suitable benchmark parts that can be used across 
the various RP&M systems/processes.  It also implies that such a generalised 
benchmark part will not be straightforward to design and develop. In this chapter a 
generalised benchmark approach is proposed that involves a geometric benchmark 
part, a mechanical benchmark part, and a process control methodology to standardise 
fabrication, testing/ measurement and evaluation of RP&M process/ system. 
 
3.2 Towards Generalized Benchmark Parts in RP&M 
 
This section discusses and presents proposals towards generalised benchmark parts and 
associated standardized procedures for the fabrication, testing/measurement and 
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evaluation of the parts.  The RP&M system performance evaluation is assumed to be 
based upon a benchmark part consisting of three-dimensional (3D) part features built 
in a variety of sizes, locations, and orientations. The mechanical properties of the built 
parts must be based upon a mechanical benchmark part fabricated by the specific 
RP&M system based on its benchmarked process. Test, measurement and analytical 
procedures for the various feature characteristics are defined. 
 
3.3 Classification of RP&M Benchmarks 
Benchmarks for RP&M processes and systems can be classified into three main types: 
geometric benchmark, mechanical benchmark and process benchmarks. The following 
sections discuss each type:  
 
3.3.1 Geometric benchmark 
A geometric benchmark is used to check the geometric and dimensional accuracy of 
the prototype. The desired accuracy requirement is often defined in terms of 
established standards, for examples, the ANSI-ISO or German standard DIN 16901 for 
moulded parts (Shellabear, 1998).  Several geometric benchmark parts have been 
reported.  Typical geometric features incorporated in these geometric benchmark parts 
are circular holes, cylinders, thin walls, slots, and squares.  
 
Proposed geometric benchmark 
 
The proposed geometric benchmark part (Wong et al., 2002) is shown in Figure 3.1, 
which aims to incorporate key shapes and features that are currently employed in 
better-known benchmark parts. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the top and front views. The 
benchmark includes geometric features, such as freeform surfaces, that are 
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increasingly required or expected of RP&M processes/systems. The applicability of 
the proposed design as a generalised benchmark is discussed with respect to its 
suitability for evaluation of the four widely used RP&M processes: stereolithography 
(SLA), selective laser sintering (SLS), fused deposition modelling (FDM) and 






























Fig 3.2.  Geometric benchmark top view  
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Fig 3.3. Geometric benchmark front view 
 
Functions of the proposed geometric features 
 
Table 3.1 summarises the functions of the main geometric features in the proposed 
benchmark part design.  Better known benchmark part designs are listed in Table 3.2, 
which indicates if certain geometric features to be checked or measured are adopted by 
these benchmark parts for performance evaluation of the RP&M process where the 
part has been built. 
 
The geometric features on the benchmark part have been designed with the following 
purposes: The square base, which supports all the standing features, is itself a test for 
straightness and flatness. The dimension of the square base was chosen to be 
170x170x5 mm to account for the average build size of most machines. The 8 cubes 
are used to test for linear accuracy, straightness, flatness, parallelism and repeatability. 
The relative distance and parallelism can be measured between the faces that are 
symmetrical. The cylindrical holes in the cubes are employed to test for accuracy, 
roundness, cylindricity and repeatability of radius. Two cylindrical holes have axis in 
the X-direction, two have axis in the Y-direction and others have axis in the Z-
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direction. The holes in different axis are for accuracy and concentricity tests in the 
particular axis. The X-axis and Y-axis cylindrical holes aim to test for overhang 
effects. 
 
The flat beam 120 x 15 x 3 mm is a test for the machine to build crossbeams. The 
beam is divided into two unequal spans by a square boss to determine the effectiveness 
of the machine to build short and long-span beams supported at the ends. The four 
spheres that are placed symmetrically test for continuously variable sloping profile of a 
surface, with respect to relative accuracy and repeatability. The spheres are also a test 
for symmetry. 
 
The two hollow squares towards the centre test for straightness, flatness and 
smoothness of the surface. They are also a test for building smooth walls and are 
suitable for determining the surface finish. The solid cylinders test for roundness, 
cylindricity and repeatability. Their relative distance could also be used for positioning 
accuracy test. The hollow cylinders more or less serve the same purpose, but in 
addition they are for testing of accuracy, cylindricity and concentricity. The pair of 
cones is a test for a sloping profile at a specific taper angle. The slots on the square 
base are used to test the ability of the machine to build fine slots. The slots vary in 
dimension so as to test the accuracy to build such slots of varying dimensions. A set of 
slots is placed on one side and another set on an adjacent perpendicular side. The 
reason for such design is to test the build efficiency of the slots in two mutually 
perpendicular directions. The five circular holes on the square base test for symmetry 
and also as a measure of the relative distance. Circularity and concentricity can also be 
studied. The wedges that are placed on either side of the cube are used to measure an 
inclined plane. 
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On the proposed benchmark part, there is a number of features of critical importance 
and are termed as fine features. The fine features include the thin walls, thin cylinders, 
small holes and thin slots with dimensions less than 2 mm. The fine features test the 
ability of the RP&M system/process to build such features. With only a visual 
comparison it is possible to provide some measure of the efficiency of the RP&M 
system to build such features, even without the actual measurements being taken. 
 
Table 3.1. A summary of proposed geometric features and purpose 
 
Features Purpose Number and Size 
Square base [SB] Flatness and straightness 
(A base for the other features) 
1 (170 x 170 x 5mm) 
(Size likely to fit build size of most 
machines) 
Cube [CB] Flatness, straightness, linear accuracy, 
parallelism and repeatability 
8 (15x15x15mm)  
Flat beam [FB] Overhang, straightness and flatness 1(120 x 15 x 3 mm) 
Cylindrical holes (z-
direction)[CH] 
Accuracy, roundness, cylindricity and 
repeatability of radius. 
4 (10 mm diameter) 
Cylindrical holes 
[CH] 
Accuracy, roundness and concentricity (X-direction)- 2 (10 mm diameter) 
(Y-direction)- 2 (10 mm diameter) 
Spheres [SP] Relative accuracy, symmetry and 
repeatability of a continuously changing 
sloping surface  
4 (15 mm diameter) 
Solid cylinders [SC] Roundness cylindricity and repeatability 4 (5mm diameter) 
2 (10mm diameter) 
Hollow cylinders 
[HC] 
Accuracy, roundness, cylindricity and 
repeatability of radius 
2(outer diameter 10mm; inner 
diameter 5mm) 
Cones [CN] Sloping profile and taper. 2 (base diameter 10mm) 
Slots [SL] Accuracy of slots, straightness and 
flatness  
11(length 10mm, height 5mm, 
varying width) arranged in two 
rows. 
Hollow squares [HS] Straightness and linear accuracy, also 
thin wall built. 
2(first: 25x25x15 mm, wall 
thickness: 2mm; second: 60x60x15 
mm, 
wall thickness: 1mm) 
Brackets [BR] Linear accuracy, straightness and angle 
built 
4(length 10mm, height 15mm, 
width 10mm,thickness 1mm) 
Circular holes [CR] Cylindricity, relative position, roundness 
and repeatability. 
5(15mm diameter 1; 10mm 
diameter-4)  
Mechanical features Efficiency of machine to build special 
features  
Fillet [FL], chamfer [CF], blending 
[BL], free-form [FF] features 
Fine features Ability of machine to build certain 
features 
Thin walls [TW], thin slots [TS], 
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3.3.2 Mechanical benchmark part 
A mechanical benchmark part as shown in Figure 3.4 aims to provide components that 
can be used to characterise the mechanical properties of the RP&M part. The 
components can be fabricated simultaneously and later separated to test individual 
mechanical properties. 
     
Fig 3.4.   Mechanical benchmark part 
 
Mechanical properties: 
The main mechanical properties to be evaluated include shrinkage, tensile and 
compressive strengths, curling, and creep characteristics (Jayaram et al., 1994). The 
obvious influence of shrinkage and curling are geometric distortions affecting 
dimensional inaccuracy. The mechanical properties cited here are based on its 
importance, however more properties can be included and tested according to specific 
requirements of the prototype.  
 
As can be seen in Figure 3.5, various components can be removed from the benchmark 
part for testing to determine the mechanical properties. We can generally use the 
standards that are used by the ASTM for testing a particular property.  These are listed 
in the following section. As mentioned earlier an ASTM Subcommittee E28.16 was 
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earlier formed to look into the development of procedures for testing the mechanical 
properties of RP&M-fabricated parts.  But the subcommittee no longer exists. 
RAPTIA, which is a European Thematic Network of research organizations, 
universities and industries working with Rapid Tooling, has developed the benchmark 
for tensile testing (RAPTIA, WWW). 
Fig 3.5.  Components from mechanical benchmark part 
 
The typical mechanical properties to be tested include: 
• Tensile strength - the ability of the material to withstand tensile loading. ASTM 
specifies standards depending on the material used for the test. For example: 
− Tensile Testing of Metals - ASTM E 8 
− Tensile Testing of Plastics - ASTM D 638 
− Tensile Testing of Polymer Matrix Composites - ASTM D 3039 
− Tensile Testing of Metal Matrix Composites - ASTM D 3552 
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• Compressive strength - ability of a material to withstand compressive loading. 
ASTM also specifies the standard testing method for the determination of the 
compressive property. 
− Compression Testing of Metals - ASTM E 9 
− Compression Testing of Rigid Plastic - ASTM D 695 
− Compression Testing of Rigid Cellular Plastics - ASTM D 1621 
• Shrinkage - amount of contraction or dimensional change due to the shrinking 
of the material. ASTM mentions a few testing methods but they can only be 
treated as a reference for RP&M purpose (for example ASTM C531 Standard 
Test Method for Linear Shrinkage and Coefficient of Thermal Expansion of 
Chemical-Resistant Mortars, Grouts, Monolithic Surfacings, and Polymer 
Concretes). 
• Curl - tendency to twist or coil – the degree of curvature of a material sheet 
when exposed to varying conditions of humidity. ASTM specifies standards for 
the measurement of curl in carbon/carbonless paper, tapes, copper and copper 
strips; hence, the appropriate standard can serve as a guide when used to 
measure the curl of RP&M according to its material.  
• Creep - time-dependent permanent deformation that occurs under stress, that 
for most materials, is important only at elevated temperatures. The ASTM 
E139 specifies the method to determine the amount of deformation as a 
function of time (creep test) and the measurement of the time for fracture to 
occur when sufficient load is present (rupture test) for materials when under 
constant tension loads at constant temperature. It also describes the essential 
requirements for the test equipment. ASTM also specifies standard testing 
methods according to the material used: 
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− Creep / Rupture of Plastics ASTM D 2990 
− Creep / Stress Rupture of Metallic Materials ASTM E 139 
 
Considering the shrinkage test, the aim is to test the extent that the sphere maintains its 
geometry. There are no established standards yet for testing all mechanical properties 
in rapid prototyping. To measure the amount of contraction or dimensional change due 
to shrinkage, a cylinder might as well be used. Some investigations must be done in 
future to test the suitability of the mechanical benchmark parts. ASTM mentions a few 
testing methods but they can only be treated as a reference for RP&M purpose. 
Similarly to measure the curl, i.e., the degree of curvature, a test part like the one 
proposed in the thesis may be used. Thin strips will not be useful since warpage is 
certain to occur. Hence the proposed curl test part may be useful. As mentioned earlier 
investigations must be further done to evaluate the suitability of these artifacts. 
 
3.3.3  A general overview of process benchmarking  
Camp R.C in his book ‘ Benchmarking: The search for industry best practices that lead 
to superior performance,’ (Camp, 1989) has give an authoritative description on 
benchmarking.  According to him a generalised benchmarking approach consists of ten 
steps in five phases. The basic five phases are adopted with modification to meet the 
requirements in benchmarking for rapid prototyping. Figure 3.6 shows the key process 
steps. 
 
Planning:  The first step is to identify what is to be benchmarked and which RP&M 
practices are to be studied and its source of comparison, if any. For comparisons some 
sort of a performance measurement of the various RP&M processes and systems has to 
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be identified to ultimately decide on employing a particular RP&M process, machine 
or material in the realization of the final prototype. To aid this performance evaluation 
in general, standardized benchmarks are considered important, and for purposes of 
rigorous investigation of a particular RP process/ system, there can be an individual 
standardized geometrical, mechanical and process benchmarks. 
Identifying comparative processes: A source for comparison has always been an 
important aspect in the benchmarking exercise of a particular industry, technique or 
method. In RP&M the idea is to compare across the various RP&M processes/systems 
in the order of their performance exhibited in building benchmark parts. Comparisons 
have to be done on the various RP&M techniques available in the industry, to mention 
a few like the SLA, SLS, FDM and the LOM with respect to a process that could lead 
to a prototype with the best geometric accuracy and mechanical properties. To ensure 
consistency for comparison purposes benchmark parts have to be fabricated on each 
RP&M process including systems based on the process.  
 
RP&M data collection and validation: A careful investigation had to be made to collect 
and analyse the different processes/systems with current procedures in the fabrication 
of a prototype. This information can be obtained from RP&M companies or 
alternatively from various RP&M bureau services, including the very important hands-
on experience of RP&M operators. The best process that could lead to a better 
prototype (benchmark part) can ultimately be reiterated to establish it as a standardized 
procedure for particular processes in delivering a good prototype. The idea is to rate 
and rank the processes in some order of performance. Standardised individual 
benchmark parts for the geometric accuracy and mechanical strength could further 
assist in measuring the efficiency and performance of a particular RP&M process. 
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After the data has been collected some sort of validation has to be made to ensure the 
consistency of the data for comparison and verification purposes. 
 
Analysis: Determining current performance gap: Take for example two prototypes of 
the benchmark part that are fabricated from two different machines, but similar 
configuration, one prototype can turn out to be better than the other. In such case, the 
performance of both systems and more importantly the processes based on those 
systems, have to be analysed carefully to determine the performance gap and obviously 
adopt the best practice that could realize a better prototype.  The basic aim is to 
identify the gap between the new approach and that of the other practices. 
 
 











Fig 3.6. Key process steps in benchmarking 
 
Integration: A database can be created to document the findings from the 
benchmarking exercise and integrated to a web-enabled decision support system that 
can offer the end user support and suggestions based on the benchmarked procedures. 
This could also serve the purpose of communicating the findings to gain acceptance, 
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thereby establishing the level of future performance to the organizations using RP&M 
technology.  
 
Action: This is one of the most important phases to establish the credibility of the 
proposed approach where an experimental verification is important to identify the best 
process in realising a prototype. By careful implementation of specific actions and 
monitoring progress, vital data could be obtained on best practices that could be later 
established as standards.  Development, implementation and monitoring of action 
plans could be later suggested based on the implementation of an integrated decision 
support system for selection of RP&M processes.    
 
Maturity: This is the final stage when the expected result through benchmarking will 
be communicated for practice by the RP&M users. In other words this is the final 
phase in which the best practices are fully integrated into processes. 
 
We generally adopt Camp’s overall idea but propose the six-sigma approach for 
RP&M process benchmarking. Camp discusses a method to conduct investigations to 
ensure that an operation is based on the industry practices. Six-sigma defines and uses 
tools for process investigations and improvements. Basically both benchmarking and 
sigma tools aid process investigations for improvement. Both these approaches aid to 
structure and conduct research, analyse and measure opportunity for change, and 
implement actions to achieve significant results. The six-sigma methodology for 
RP&M process benchmarking is discussed in Chapter 5.  
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3.4       RP&M Benchmarking for Performance Estimation 
The model in Figure 3.7 shows that RP&M benchmarking is more than just a 
comparison between two methods. The strengths and weaknesses of the approaches 
should be meticulously examined to arrive at a balanced best approach. It actually calls 
for a detailed understanding of how results are to be achieved: - what processes, 

















Fig 3.7. RP&M benchmarking 
 
Benchmarking is a process of establishing the gaps in performance and ensuring that 
actions are taken accordingly to close those identified gaps (Zairi, 1994). Figure 3.8 
serves to emphasize the progressive actions that are to be taken in RP&M process 
benchmarking to close the gaps in performance. It starts with planning to understand 
the current standard if any, or setting an initial standard for comparison purposes. 
Rigorous information sourcing is crucial at this point. After the standard is set, the 
performance of the RP&M process or system based on the process can be compared 
with the standard so that corrective actions can be taken accordingly. If the 
performance is better than the standard, the standard is replaced accordingly. The 








Actual performance compared to 
objectives and standards 





Fig 3.8. Action ladder model in benchmarking 
3.5       Integrated Benchmarking Process  
        The flow chart in Figure 3.9 gives an overview of an integrated RP&M benchmarking 
process plan. It first starts with the information sourcing, collection and review. It 
involves not just a geometric benchmark part and a mechanical benchmark part but 
also a process benchmark targeted for both the RP&M process and the associated 
measurement and test techniques as well. 










Fabrication of the benchmark part  












Fig 3.9. Flow chart for an integrated benchmarking process plan 
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Thus, the proposed approach provides benchmark parts for evaluating the geometric 
and dimensional accuracy and mechanical properties of prototypes produced via a 
standardized benchmarked process and verified using corresponding benchmarked 
measurement and testing techniques.  
 
The experiments and case studies in this research are aim at the geometric benchmark 
part and benchmarking procedures, and do not include mechanical benchmark parts. 
Some insight is provided for mechanical benchmarks towards the end of this thesis as a 
scope for future work. 
 
3.6   Measurement of RP&M parts  
Important considerations in the evaluation of RP&M system performance are 
consistency and standardized approaches and techniques. Current techniques for the 
measurement of parts produced by RP&M processes are not too different from those 
for machined parts. Specific issues are primarily due to the layered nature of the 
RP&M parts, but other factors such as surface roughness must also be considered 
(Jurrens, 1999). Similar issues occur in other measurement situations when parts have 
irregular surfaces, such as for parts made by casting or powder metallurgy. A 
standardized methodology/procedure helps ensure consistency and reduce variability.  
 
A CMM (Co-ordinate Measuring Machine) is well suited for the measurement of the 
RP&M parts because of its versatility and speed (Zhou et al., 1999). Most CMMs have 
high accuracy compared to other measurement methods and can be programmed to 
carry out a variety of automatic measurements, ranging from simple to complex. A 
CMM determines the measured dimensions and shape errors, namely flatness, 
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parallelism, angularity, straightness and roundness. Some basic measuring instruments 
such as the vernier calliper and screw gauge with high accuracy are also used in the 
measurement of RP&M parts. However these have limitation in the part size that has 
to be measured.  
 
Using standardized measurement techniques (such as with the CMM in the 
measurement of RP&M parts) would facilitate comparison of the geometry of RP&M 
parts in general, and incorporating such standardized measurement techniques in the 
RP&M industry would help to have a consistent and wider comparison of the RP&M 
parts across the industry with reference to the geometry. 
 
3.7 Summary 
In summary, after the benchmark part is finalized, it has to be fabricated on various 
RP&M systems to establish individual RP&M process benchmarks. Standardized 
measurement techniques can then become useful to reduce the inconsistency and 
variability when comparing results across the various RP&M process/ systems. It is 
also important to note that the benchmark part must be subjected to recalibration when 
there are changes and improvements in the technology associated with the specific 
process. The benchmarking exercise is therefore a continuous process and is important 
to update the developments in the technology. In the following chapter, the application 
of the geometric benchmark part for performance evaluation is demonstrated on four 
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The application of the geometric benchmark part has been demonstrated on four widely 
used RP&M processes, which are the liquid-based Stereolithography Apparatus (SLA), 
solid-based Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) and Fused Deposition Modeling 
(FDM) and powder-based Selective Laser Sintering (SLS). The ability of the geometric 
benchmark part to identify achievable geometric accuracy of specific RP&M processes is 
aimed and discussed with respect to its suitability for evaluation of the four widely used 
RP&M processes. Besides the process and the material, other factors such as the building 
style and specific process parameters may also affect the accuracy and finish of the part. 
Additionally in RP&M benchmarking, it is necessary not only to standardize the design of 
the benchmark part, but also the fabrication and measurement processes as mentioned in 
the earlier chapter.   
 
According to the panel report on rapid prototyping in Europe and Japan (JTEC/WTEC, 
1997), Toyota Motor Corporation had done some benchmarking with selective laser 
sintering, stereolithography as well as LOM, and was looking at metal casting 
applications. Preliminary results of Toyota’s benchmarking indicate that there are 
limitations to each of the RP&M processes it was investigating. Their study compared 
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4.2  Case Studies  
 
Case studies have been conducted on four popular RP&M processes namely SLA, SLS, 
LOM and FDM. These studies were done by the fabrication of the proposed geometric 
benchmark part on the various RP&M systems and then comparing the effectiveness and 
performance exhibited by the systems and processes. The geometric benchmark part used 
in the experiments was designed using UniGraphics and exported as a STL file.  The STL 
file is a neutral format that can be generated by various CAD softwares of which 
AutoCAD, Pro/Engineer, UniGraphics, IBM CATIA, IDEAS, DUCTS, etc. are notable.  
 
4.2.1    Fabrication of the geometric benchmark part on SLA 
 
A benchmark part of epoxy resin was fabricated on the SLA-190/250 from 3D Systems. 
The benchmark part (as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2) was first visually inspected and 
then measured using a CMM to determine the geometric accuracy of the fabricated part. 
SLA is able to build parts with a variety of resins that have different working 
temperatures.  
           a.             b. 
 
Fig 4.1. Proposed geometric benchmark part built from SLA-190/250 system 
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The parameters were set according to the type of resin used. In the case of Cibatool SL 
5170, the layer thickness was 0.15mm, hatch type was “box”, hatch spacing was 0.10 
mm, etc., and also with the specific support and recoat parameters. 
 
Fig 4.2. Ability of SLA to build all features including fine features 
 
The thin cylinders and thin walls of the built benchmark part were warped as can be 
observed in Figure 4.2. Part shrinkage is a common problem in the SLA process due to 
the resins used. The software program has a compensation factor of –5% to 5% for 
shrinkage, in the X, Y, and Z directions. The following post-processing techniques have 
been found from experience to affect the part accuracy: 
a) Prolonged exposure of the green part to air before curing 
b) Long solvent bath 
c) Over or under exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light 
It was observed that the base of the benchmark part was not really bottom-flat and had 
some undulations. It was later attributed to the lower initial preheating (for example, the 
recommended build temperature is 28oC for SL 5170) of the resin before the actual 
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building, and possibly also to a drop in the laser power (for example, from 30mW to 
29mW) during the building of the first few layers. Hence it is important to ensure that the 
resin reaches the operating temperature before building the part. Thus, it is important that 
the process is optimally tuned in order to get the best attainable performance of the 
process. 
 
With regard to geometric accuracy of the features built, SLA was found to be the best 
compared to the other processes. The square bosses, solid cylinders, cones, cylindrical 
holes, spheres, slots, circular holes and the fine features were distinctly built. However the 
hollow squares, thin walls, slim cylinders were warped. Dimensions of these features are 
listed in Table A1.1 in Appendix 1. 
 
 
4.2.2 Fabrication of the geometric benchmark part on SLS 
 
The geometric benchmark part was fabricated on the DTM Sinterstation 2500 and the 
material used for fabrication was a ProtoForm Composite (LNC- 7000).  
 
Two benchmark parts were fabricated on the DTM Sinterstation 2500. The material used 
was a mixture of recycled and new ProtoForm powder in the ratio of 1:3. The first part 
was built with the default parameter setting of the machine. The X scale factor was 1.03, 
Y scale factor was 1.03 and Z scale factors was 1.015.The fill laser power was about 8W. 
It was found that the part was warped. In addition, the thin cylinders, 0.5mm holes, 
0.5mm slots, and thin wall could not be completely built. This was attributed to the laser 
power and parameter setting. The benchmark part was built again with a new set of 
parameters and the laser power was raised slightly to about 9W. The new set of 
parameters was obtained after a number of trial-and-error experiments. It is noteworthy 
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that the thin walls and thin cylinders were better built when no scaling factor was applied 
(or set at 1.00). Based on the technician’s expertise the reason was attributed to the 
mixture of the recycled and the new ProtoForm powder used in the experiment.
 
In the second case, most of the features of the part could be built. But there were problems 
to separate the specific geometric features from the trapped powder. The unsintered 
powder had to be carefully brushed off from the fine features, such as from the 0.5mm-
diameter cylinder, as the increase in the part bed temperature caused the unsintered 
powder to adhere together and to the built parts. 
 
When preparing to build RP&M parts, several fabrication parameters have to be taken 
into consideration. To achieve optimum quality, these parameters are set differently 
according to the material properties and application requirements. It is therefore important 
to understand the relationship between the fabrication parameters and the material 
properties. There are many process parameters that need to be controlled such as the laser 
power, laser scan speed, laser diameter, slice thickness, etc., depending on the material 
properties (Gibson, 1997). Producing acceptable models on the Selective Laser Sintering 
machine involves adjusting machine parameters relative to powder age. Typically, a 
fraction of the powder is used and the remainder of the unused powder is recycled. After 
5-7 recycles, this method leads to a powder inventory with inconsistent characteristics. A 
new recycling program to extend powder life, reduce powder inventory, and improve part 
quality was reported by Choren, 2001. Additionally there has been much reported 
literature on laser sintering materials and melt flow in RP&M (German, 1994; Bunnel et 
al., 1995; Karapatis et al., 1999; Cheok, 2000). 
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Effects of Warpage on the Surface Accuracy 
Warpage has an adverse effect on the geometric accuracy of the fabricated parts. It could 
be in a form due to upwards curling of the part at either edges (illustrated in Figure 4.3) or 
only one edge, such as that illustrated in Figure 4.4.  
 
 






Fig 4.4. Part warpage drifting towards a side 
 
In the first part fabricated using the default parameter setting (laser power: 8W, part bed 
temperature: 190, powder bed temperature: 100), the warpage was observed on one side 
of the part, similar to the one in Figure 4.4. It was distorted from the centre towards the 
corner. It can be seen in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, the shape and size of the square boss towards 
the corner have been affected due to the warpage.  
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Fig 4.5. Side showing the distinct warpage 
 
Fig 4.6. Effect of warpage on the features built 
 
The second benchmark part was fabricated on the same machine DTM Sinterstation 2500 
as the first part, but with a different orientation and was placed more towards the side 
nearer the heater, rather than being centered on the build platform. The laser power was 
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now increased by a watt (from 8W to 9W). The part bed temperature and the powder bed 
temperature were 192°C and 101°C, respectively. The warpage of the fabricated part was 
less compared to the earlier case, as can be seen in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.  
 
Apart from its purpose for comparative evaluation, the benchmark part can also be used to 
optimize the machine. This may involve simple trial-and-error experiments to proper 
designed experiments to fabricate the benchmark part and fine-tune the parameters till the 
best attainable features can be built. Other influencing factors include different types of 




Fig 4.7. New benchmark part showing a better built and reduced warpage 
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Fig 4.8. Part showing the features built including fine features 
 
4.2.3 Fabrication of the geometric benchmark part on FDM 
 
The geometric benchmark part was fabricated on the Stratasys FDM 3000 using ABS-
400 as the part material and ABS-400R as the support material.
 a.          b. 
 
Fig 4.9. Benchmark part on FDM 3000 
All the benchmark part features, except the fine features, could be fully built (Figure 4.9 
and 4.10). The FDM process was least suitable to build fine features as 
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compared with the other processes. In addition, the surface finish and dimensional 










Fig 4.10. Highlighted areas on the benchmark part showing the warpage, failure to 
build- very thin walls, cylinders 
 
Warpage in FDM RP&M process 
The base was warped but to a lesser extent as compared to that of the SLS part. The 
warpage was seen to be more progressive towards the corners to result in the upward 
curling of the base. The warpage could have been due to the temperature setting in the 
build area or late removal of the part from the FDM machine after fabrication. The model 
liquefier temperature was at 270oC, the support liquefier temperature was at 235oC, and 
the envelope temperature was at 70oC. Using proper temperature setting for particular 
materials is important to fabricate a good part. 
 
4.2.4 Fabrication of the geometric benchmark part on LOM 
The benchmark part was fabricated on the Helisys LOM 1015 system and the material 
used for the fabrication was laminated paper of 0.09652 mm thickness.  
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As shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, most of the features could be built. It was practically 
impossible to separate some of the features from the support structures. For example, 
some of the fine features, such as the thin cylinders, could not be separated from the 
crosshatches. In creating crosshatches, it has been found out that it is better to make the 
crosshatches smaller than normal for easy post-processing. In our experiment the 
crosshatches were 0.125 inch (3.175 mm) and the fine crosshatches were 0.06 inch (1.524 
mm). The various speeds used in the experiment include: cutting speed of 16 in/s, 
platform speed of 2 in/s (50.8 mm/s), feeder speed of 4 in/s (101 mm/s), and heater speed 
of 2 in/s (50.8 mm/s). The tile size was 1 inch (25.4 mm), and the laser power setting was 
1.6%. Delamination is a severe problem in the case of the LOM systems. The benchmark 
part could help in the identification and evaluation of delamination, and its influence on 
the geometric features. The features, such as the wedge and the free-form features, 
appeared to be separated from the base because of the delamination. 
   a.      b. 
  
Fig 4.11. Benchmark parts on LOM 
Delamination limits the geometric accuracy of a part built by LOM. It generally occurs if 
the bonding between the layers is not strong enough to hold them together and separation 
between the bonding layers could cause the part to distort, thereby affecting the geometric 
and dimensional accuracy of the part. Any of the following could influence delamination: 
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the material selection, heating, weak bonding between the base of the part and platform, 
humidity, and induction of air through the layers. 
 
Effect of delamination on the benchmark part 
The LOM-fabricated benchmark part was delaminated more towards the base as can be 
seen in Figure 4.12. An analysis on the possible cause of delamination indicates that it 
was caused by the induction of air during the fabrication process. Humidity of the 
environment caused the induced air pockets in the model and ultimately its delamination. 
The features above the base of the benchmark part were affected as well by delamination 
and consequently, broke away readily during the post processing. 
In general the dimensional accuracy of the LOM part is not as accurate as the SLA part. 
Post processing is most delicate and time-consuming in LOM. 
 
Fig 4.12. Highlighted part showing some results of fabrication like the delamination, air 
holes, thin walls and brackets 
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4.3   Measurements 
 
For comparison of parts built by various RP&M processes, there is a necessity to have 
standardized measurement technique for consistent evaluation. It is noteworthy that 
although Shellabear (1998) used the same benchmark part of Reeves & Cobb (1996) their 
measurement results could not be directly correlated with those of Reeves & Cobb due to 
different measurement methods. A standardized measurement system and technique 
would reduce variability. The CMM machine is a suitable measurement equipment 
because of its versatility, speed and high accuracy compared to other measurement 
methods and can be programmed to carry out a variety of automatic measurements, 
ranging from simple to complex, to measure dimensions and shape errors, based on ISO 
standards such as straightness (ISO 12780), roundness (ISO 12181), flatness (ISO 12781), 
cylindricity (ISO 12180), etc. 
 
4.3.1 Measurement of the benchmark parts on the CMM 
A CMM was programmed to carry out automatic measurement on the benchmark part to 
minimise inconsistency that would be incurred with manual measurement. The base of the 
benchmark part was fixed on the CMM measurement plane using suitable fixtures. The 
base of the benchmark part serves as the reference plane and the fixed datum. Thus, the 
measurement points picked on the benchmark part would be referenced to this reference 
plane for the parts built form different processes. Note that the CMM offers measurement 
procedures for standard geometric features including relational measurements of various 
geometries. The geometric benchmark part could be a source for a number of 
measurements for comparison purposes as indicated in Chapter 3. 
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4.3.2 Measurement of the geometric features 
There are various standardized measurements that can be conducted on the benchmark 
part. These include: 
• Measurements of elements or individual features, such as points, straight lines, 
holes, boss, spheres, cylinders, cones, slots, etc. 
• Relations between the elements 
These include: distance relation, for example the distance between centres of 
circular features, intersection relationships such as the angle between two planes, 
checking geometric tolerances, parallelism tolerances, perpendicularity tolerances, 
angularity tolerances, checking coaxiality, checking concentricity, symmetry 
tolerances, position tolerances. 
There are standardised measurement techniques that are followed using the CMM in 
performing the various measurements. The percentage deviation is measured as the 
change in value from the nominal dimensions of the STL file. The details of the 
programmed CMM measurements could be referred from Appendix 1.  
 
4.4 Results and Discussions 
 
 
4.4.1  Geometric accuracy 
Table 4.1 shows a comparison of the geometric features built on the various RP&M 
processes. Table 4.2 shows a comparison on the relative measurements. The results are 
tabulated and rated in the order of the best to the worst performance respectively. Table 
A1.1 and Table A1.2 in the Appendix 1 show the details of measurement of the geometric 
features and some of their relative measurement respectively. The results indicate that 
SLA is the best in terms of accuracy and surface finish followed by SLS, LOM and FDM. 
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It is also clear that FDM and LOM are least suitable in building very fine features. For 
medium-sized features, the order of performance is SLA, LOM, SLS and FDM. The order 
of best performance in terms of surface roughness is SLA, LOM, SLS and FDM as can be 
seen from Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1.  Comparison of the various RP&M process based on the fabrication of the 
geometric benchmark part 
 
Features SLA SLS LOM FDM 
SB A A A A 
CB A B B B 
FB A B B C 
CH (z-direction) A C A A 
SP A D A A 
SC A D D E 
HC A B B B 
CN A D B C 
SL A E D E 
HS A B A B 
BR C B C C 
CR A C A A 
Mechanical features (FL, BL) A C B E 
Fine features 
TW, SL, SH, SC, FF  
A C E F 
Surface Roughness (µm) 0.4 12.1 2.6 18.4 
Legend: Square base [SB], Cube [CB], Flat beam [FB], Cylindrical holes [CH], Spheres [SP], 
Solid cylinders [SC], Hollow cylinders [HC], Cones [CN], Slots [SL], Hollow squares [HS], 
Brackets [BR], Circular holes [CR], Fillet [FL], chamfer [CF], blending [BL], free-form  features 
[FF] , Thin walls [TW], thin slots [TS], slim cylinders [SC], small holes [SH] 
% Deviation from nominal dimensions 
 
          < 5%   Very good   A 
<10%  Good  B 
<15 % Satisfactory C 
< 20%  Poor D 
< 25%  Worse E 







Table 4.2.  A comparison on the relative measurements 
Relative Measurements SLA SLS FDM LOM 
Distance (HS1, HS2, SB) A D C B 
Flatness (SB, FB) B C A D 
Symmetry (SP) A D C B 
Coaxiality (HC) A D B C 
Perpendicularity (SB-CB) A D B C 
Angularity (wedge)  A D C B 
Parallelism (CB) B D A C 
A-D: Ranking in the order of best to worst 
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4.4.2 Surface roughness 
The surface roughness is measured using the Rank Taylor Hobson’s (Garratt et al., 1996) 
surface texture measuring equipment. The procedures followed are based on ISO 468. 
Ra =   1/L 
0
L
y(x) dx∫  
 
Ra , arithematic mean of the departures of the roughness profile from the mean line. L, 
assessment length, is defined as the length of profile used for the measurement of surface 
roughness. The result of the surface roughness measurement is as shown in Figure 4.13. 
 
Surface roughness, Ra - measured on the 
base of the benchmark part
0 5 10 15 20





Fig 4.13. Comparison of Surface Roughness, Ra 
 
Surface roughness is a key issue in RP&M processes. Basically, the manner in which 
parts are built in RP&M processes by layer addition results in an inferior surface 
finish, when compared to parts machined on conventional CNC machines. Some of the 
main causes of surface roughness on RP&M parts are layer thickness, part orientation, 
the layer build process employed by the particular RP&M system, presence of support 
structures, etc. There are different types of surface roughness studied in RP&M parts 
like upward facing horizontal flat surfaces as in this thesis, vertical planar flat surface 
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roughness, downward facing roughness, for processes which include support structures 
and finally staircase roughness. Depending on the study, different types of surface 
roughness could be studied. In this thesis we demonstrate a study on the horizontal flat 
surface as discussed above. 
 
Staircase or stair-stepping effect is intrinsic to the slicing process, and is therefore a 
common source of roughness and dimensional inaccuracy in RP&M parts (Kattethota, 
1998). It has been recognized that in order to improve the surface quality of a part built 
by an RP&M technique, it is necessary to minimize the staircase effect. Most RP&M 
systems deposit material in only one direction, and the reduction of the staircase effect 
can be achieved by slicing the part at smaller intervals, where possible. This has little 
effect on the accuracy of the vertical or near-vertical faces, but may significantly 
improve the surface quality elsewhere. More generally, the slice thickness may be 
varied non-uniformly during the fabrication process to get good results using 
procedures like adaptive slicing (Zhao, 1998). 
 
4.4.3   Warpage analysis on the benchmark parts 
The warpage analysis on the benchmark parts was done with the aid of the CMM 
machine. The objective was to do a quantitative measurement of warpage on the base, 
SB. A matrix (5 x 5) points were chosen on the base of the benchmark part. Having a 
fixed datum the deviation of the plane was determined. The deviations are plotted 
graphically as can be seen from Figures A2.1- A2.5 in Appendix 2.  The graphs show 
the extent of warpage on the benchmarks from the various RP&M processes .The 
SLA part shows the least deviation (within 2mm from the nominal plane), the FDM 
part is the next with deviation less than 2.5mm and the LOM part with a deviation 
within 5mm. The first SLS part built without the machine being optimized showed the 
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maximum deviation of around 7 mm, however the second part showed a lower 
deviation around 4.5mm.  
 
4.5   Summary 
 
All the measurement data obtained from the case studies on various RP&M processes 
are carefully recorded for later use in the decision support system. Apart from the 
usefulness of the benchmark part in performance estimation and evaluation of the 
various RP&M processes, the case studies have additionally demonstrated the 
usefulness of the benchmark part in identifying corresponding RP&M process 
benchmarks. The RP&M processes on which the geometric benchmark parts were 
fabricated lacks a standardised and optimised procedure for fabrication, as a result the 
performance exhibited by those processes/systems may not have been at its best. As in 
the case of the SLS process the first benchmark part built was a failure. A few trial-
and-error experiments had to be done to identify a new set of parameters before 
building the second part. Similarly in the case of the SLA process, the undulations on 
the bottom side of the benchmark part demonstrate the lack of a standardised 
procedure of fabrication. But contrarily if the processes were optimised and 
standardised, then that process could be established as a standardised process 
benchmark to be followed during fabrication. The next chapter on RP&M process 
benchmarking discusses the proposed sigma methodology for RP&M process 
benchmarking, by the fabrication of the geometric benchmark part. 
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Chapter 5   RP&M Process Benchmarking 
 
“Benchmarking is a positive, proactive, structured process which leads to changing 
operations and eventually attaining superior performance and a competitive 
advantage.”              -      R.C.Camp, 1989 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Benchmarking roots can be traced back to reverse engineering where the competitors’ 
products were acquired and compared (Badiru at al., 1993). The sigma approach has 
been investigated in the benchmarking of the RP&M processes to improve the 
consistency and the stability of the process eliminating non-value added efforts and 
reducing or eliminating defects. This involves the utilization of six-sigma quality tools 
for process optimization and identification of a process benchmark. 
 
The importance of process benchmarking could be well appreciated when the Chrysler 
Jeep and Truck Engineering (JTE) (Wohlers, 1992) compared the RP&M processes 
based on the system speed and cost, under the criteria that without reasonable 
performance and price, the process would not be rapid or practical. The time study 
included pre-processing, build and post processing time on each system. Without such 
benchmark data, SLA-500 may be perceived to be several times faster than the SLA-
250 when deduced from the machine specifications. In their study it was concluded 
that focusing on the steps required before and after the actual fabrication of the part 
(i.e. the entire process) is an important element in the evaluation of the RP&M process 
because they measure actual throughput, not just machine build speed. 
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Six-sigma (Stamatis, 2003) is a gauge of quality, efficiency and a measure of 
excellence and can be employed to minimize internal inefficiencies in a particular 
process. The quality of the RP&M prototypes may be expressed in terms of geometric 
accuracy, surface finish or surface roughness, mechanical properties depending upon 
the typical applications of the built part. Since the sigma approach is about quality it 
can be used to identify the individual RP&M process that could be improved to meet 
the desired requirements of the built parts. The aim is to identify a tuned RP&M 
process using six-sigma tools to serve as a process benchmark, such that parts built by 
this process benchmark will have consistent characteristics and performance.   
 
5.2.1 Six-sigma tools 
 
Six-sigma may include any number of useful tools (Arthur, 1996; Shina, 2002; 
Stamatis, 2003).  No list can be exhaustive, but the following are some of the most 
common tools. In general, appropriate tools should be used that provide relevant 
insight into the process. 
Fundamental tools may include road maps, project definitions, Ishikawa fishbone 
diagram, process maps, Pareto charts, basic process behavior charts, process FMEA, 
control plans, etc. 
Intermediate tools may include cause and effect matrix, nominal/categorical 
measurement system analysis, ratio/interval/ variable measurement system analysis, 
multi-variable studies, data mining, basic statistics including central tendency, 
dispersion, distribution shape, risks and hypotheses, 1 sample, 2 sample, and paired t-
test, simple regression, chi-square test, one-way ANOVA, power and sample size, 
basic process capability, graphical method including box plots, dot plots, interval plots 
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and scatter plots, mistake proofing, Taguchi loss function, intermediate process 
behavior charts including U, P, X-bar and R or S charts, confidence intervals, etc. 
Advanced tools may include multi-factor ANOVA, multi-factor ANOM, 2K 
experiments with center points, fractional factorial experiments, DOE planning, 
multiple linear regression, evolutionary operations, time series, response surface 
modeling, design for manufacturability, multiple response optimization, Plackett-
Burman screening experiments, etc. 
Specialty tools may include statistical tolerancing, Pugh concept selection, quality 
function deployment, Taguchi noise matrix experiments, product FMEA, reliability 
prediction, etc. 
In this research a wide range of six-sigma tools has been used: fundamental tools- 
process maps, process flow charts, cause-effect charts, fish bone diagram; intermediate 
tools- graphical plots, cause-effect matrix, Quality Function Deployment; advanced 
statistical tools- DOE, Taguchi orthogonal arrays, ANOVA. In addition statistical 
software such as Matlab and Minitab have also been used. 
 
5.3 Towards Sigma Approach in RP&M Process Benchmarking 
A RP&M process benchmark becomes crucial in its ability to recognize a particular 
process or a system based on the process to meet up with a certain set of requirements 
thus establishing process standards. A sigma approach for RP&M process 
benchmarking is about identifying a best-tuned process using statistically significant 
six-sigma tools and establishing it as a standardized RP&M process benchmark.  
 
ISO 9001 defines ‘systems processes’ as activities that use resources to transform 
inputs into outputs. The input-process-output sequence is presented in Figure 5.1. 
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Fig 5.1.  Input-process output sequence 
 (From Quality Management System Requirements, 3rd ed., ISO 9001:2000, BSI, 
London, 2000) 
 
RP&M benchmarking using six-sigma tools is to identify a controlled process for 
fabrication, to get the prototype with the desired quality characteristics based on the 
end-user’s requirement. 
 
5.4 RP&M Process Benchmarking Methodology  
Generally process improvements can be achieved either by continuous improvement, 
benchmarking or reengineering. Benchmarking in particular helps us to look for and 
emulate the best available practices and processes. As discussed in Chapter 3 Camp 
(1989) has given an authoritative description on the benchmarking exercise that could 
lead to superior performances. Camp discusses investigations that are to be conducted 
to ensure that a process operation is based on the industry practice. Six-sigma defines 
and uses tools for process investigations and improvements (Stamatis, 2003). Basically 
both benchmarking and sigma tools aid process investigations for improvement. Both 
these approaches strive to structure and conduct research, analyse and measure 
opportunity for change and implement actions to achieve significant results. Thus the 
proposed approach is to couple benchmarking and six-sigma analyses for performance 
evaluation and optimizations of RP&M processes. It essentially employs a sigma 
approach using six-sigma quality tools in benchmarking the RP&M processes. An 
overview of the methodology of RP&M process benchmarking is presented in Figure 
5.2 as a sequence of eight steps. This methodology can be useful for systematic 
investigation of particular RP&M processes for quality output.  
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5.4.1 Step 1: Process analysis 
This step basically involves acquiring knowledge of the particular RP&M process and 
the systems based on that process. It further involves understanding the input-output 
sequences of the RP&M process. The primary indices of this step could be 
summarized as follows: 
• Understanding the current process (using six-sigma tools like ‘Fish bone’ 
diagram, QFD, charts, etc.) 
• Understanding the input-process-output sequences 
Some of the sigma tools that could be useful in this step are: Ishikawa “fishbone” 
diagram, process maps, Pareto charts, basic process behavior charts, cause effect 
matrix, etc. 
 
5.4.2 Step 2: Investigation/ screening experiments 
This step involves the actual investigation based on the process analysis. Investigation 
can involve initial trial-and-error experiments and alternatively a designed 
experimental run. Based on the focus of the process benchmark to be identified, the 
actual benchmark part used in the experiment could vary from a geometric to a 
mechanical benchmark part. The fabrication of the benchmark part during this step is 
to test the current performance of the process and system under consideration. Building 
a benchmark part in this step gives us an overall idea of capability of the process/ 
system to build the part completely including individual geometric features, and if any 
initial tuning is required for the system before proceeding to Step 3. Through this step, 
factors contributing to the quality of the benchmark can be identified. Additionally a 
few relatively important factors (controllable factors that can be used to control the 
process) could be segregated from all the identified factors.  
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Step 2: Investigation/ screening experiments  
• Initial fabrication the geometric benchmark parts 
• Identifying as many factors that would be contributing to the fabrication process 
• Identification of a crucial few controllable factors 
• Initial tuning of the process based on the screening experiments 
       Step 8: Standardized/ Benchmarked RP process 
• Steps 1-7 are carefully documented for references 
• The identified smooth process is marked as the corresponding benchmarked 
process 
• Overall and individual feature accuracy achievable are captured and stored 
Step 3: Design of Experiments 
• Careful design to be chosen according the number of control factors 
• The levels of those factors to be chosen accordingly based on the process 
understanding 
Step 4: Fabrication of geometric benchmark parts 
• Fabrication the benchmark parts based on the DOE 
• Careful handling of the parts after fabrication 
• Identification of a generally smooth process of fabrication 
 
      Step 5: CMM measurements on the fabricated benchmark parts 
• Quality characteristics (geometric accuracy/ surface finish, Ra) 
• Detailed measurements on the benchmark part 
• Programmable measurements to ensure consistency and accuracy of data 
• Measurements performed according to CMM standards 
• Surface roughness measured using Rank Taylor Hobson’s surface texture 
measuring equipment 
        Step 6: Statistical analysis 
• Analysis of the raw data from measurements made on the benchmark part 
• Any statistically significant six-sigma tools can be used for analysis.  
• Identifying the optimum parameter setting for overall and individual feature 
accuracy 
• Mathematical compensations based on the deviation in accuracy 
       Step 7: Confirmatory Experiment  
• Fabrication of the benchmark part based on the optimized parameter setting  
• Measurements to confirm the accuracy of the benchmark part 
• The identified smooth process is documented 
Step 1: Process analysis 
• Understanding of the current process (six-sigma tools like ‘Fish bone’ diagram, 
QFD, charts, etc. can be useful) 


























Fig 5.2.  Proposed methodology of RP&M process benchmarking 
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The importance of Step 2 can be summarized into following:  
• Fabrication of the benchmark part 
• Identifying as many factors contributing to the fabrication process 
• Identification of a crucial few controllable factors 
• Initial tuning of the process based on the screening experiments 
 
5.4.3 Step 3: Design of Experiments 
Step 3 comprises of the design and development stage of the planned experiments. The 
importance of Step 3 could be summarized as follows: 
• A careful experimental design to be chosen according the number of control 
factors identified from the previous step. 
• The levels of those factors to be chosen accordingly based on the understanding 
of the process from the investigation experiments and experience. 
 
5.4.4 Step 4: Fabrication of benchmark parts 
This step involves the fabrication of the benchmark parts based on a planned design of 
experiments. This will be an important step to identify the optimal settings from the 
measurement data and subsequent analysis. The procedure in this step could be 
summarized as follows:  
• Fabrication of the geometric benchmark parts based on the DOE 
• Careful handling of the parts after fabrication 
• Identification of a generally smooth process of fabrication 
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5.4.5 Step 5: CMM measurements on the fabricated benchmark parts 
This step is the measurement stage in the proposed methodology. Following are some 
of the important considerations to be noted during the measurement of the geometric 
benchmark parts. 
• Quality characteristics (geometric accuracy/ surface finish, Ra) 
• Detailed measurements to be performed on the benchmark part 
• Programmable measurements to ensure consistency and accuracy of data 
• Measurements performed according to CMM standards 
• Surface roughness measured using Rank Taylor Hobson’s surface texture 
measuring equipment 
 
5.4.6 Step 6: Statistical analysis 
Step 6 is the analysis phase following the measurement stage. The following are the 
main sections of this step: 
• Analysis of the raw data from measurements made on the benchmark part 
• Any statistically significant six-sigma tools can be used for analysis.  
• Identifying the optimum parameter setting for overall and individual feature 
accuracy 
• Mathematical compensations performed based on the deviation in accuracy 
 
5.4.7 Step 7: Confirmatory experiment 
This is an important step to confirm the improvements of the process by means of 
confirmatory experiments. The measurements to be followed will be the same as 
mentioned in Step 5. The activities in this step can be summarized as follows: 
• Fabrication of the benchmark part based on the optimized parameter setting  
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• Measurements to confirm the accuracy of the benchmark part 
• The identified smooth process is documented 
 
5.4.8 Step 8: Standardized/ benchmarked RP&M process  
This stage involves the documentation phase based on the previous steps.  
 
• Steps 1-7 are carefully documented for references 
• The identified smooth process is the corresponding benchmarked RP&M 
process 
• Overall accuracy and individual geometric feature accuracy achievable are also 
captured and stored for decision support 
 
5.5 Summary 
An approach towards six-sigma in RP&M process benchmarking involves using six-
sigma tools effectively. A methodology is proposed for RP&M process benchmarking 
to employ proficient sigma tools, to identify, measure, analyze as well as to take 
appropriate actions to reduce redundancies in the RP&M process under investigation.  
Based on the user requirements, generally expressed in terms of quality characteristics 
suitable six-sigma tools can be used to improve the internal and external processes. 
The combination of the benchmarking and six-sigma tools to minimize the 
redundancies in a given process is demonstrated in the following chapter with a case 
study on the Direct Laser Sintering (DLS) process. 
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Chapter 6   Benchmarking and Process Tuning 
of the DLS Process: A Case Study 
 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the evaluation/ tuning of a Direct Laser Sintering (DLS) process 
for prototyping using plastic powder. It involves the fabrication of the geometric 
benchmark part following the process benchmarking methodology discussed in the 
earlier chapter. The method employs six-sigma tools to determine and best tune the 
factors affecting the quality of the built parts in the RP&M process based on the 
fabrication of the geometric benchmark part. The problems encountered during 
fabrication and their corrective actions are also discussed to demonstrate the proposed 
RP&M process benchmarking methodology.  
 
6.2 Direct Laser Sintering process 
The DLS system, currently a laboratory set-up is a high-temperature direct laser 
sintering RP&M system that builds the part layer-by-layer on a specially coated base 
plate. The material generally used is a Cu-based metal powder apart from sand and 
plastics. A 200 W CO2 power laser, guided by the scanner according to the layer 
profile, sinters the powder spread by a scraper at a pre-determined layer thickness. In 
this case study we aim to evaluate/ optimize DLS process for prototyping using a new 
nylon plastic powder. An additional purpose of choosing the nylon plastic powder for 
the case study is to demonstrate a generalized methodology to be followed for new 
process evaluation/ optimization using the benchmark part.   
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The aim is to reduce the process inconsistencies and defects of fabricated prototypes 
with a nylon plastic material, and to identify a standardized process/procedure to 
prototype the geometric benchmark part (GBP) to achieve desirable geometric 
accuracy and surface roughness using the proposed approach.  
 
 
Fig 6.1.  The NUS DLS system 
 
6.3 Proposed Methodology on the DLS Process/System 
 
In general benchmarking requires more resources than the continuous improvement 
but is likely to provide greater gains. The basic necessity is that the whole RP&M DLS 
process has to be understood thoroughly and reiterated based on the proposed approach 
in order to arrive at the so-called process benchmark, with the optimum set of process 
and system parameters. The RP&M process benchmarking methodology was earlier 
presented in Chapter 5. This whole exercise entails the screening, identification and 
optimization of factors that tend to have an impact on the final prototype, by the way 
of fabricating benchmark parts. During this case study on the DLS process, we were 
interested in the geometric accuracy and the surface finish of the final prototype, and 
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so we fabricated the geometric benchmark parts. Reported literature (Marson et al., 
1998; Kulkarni et al. 2000; Cooper, 1999) can be referred on the process planning for 
RP&M techniques. This chapter is organized to present the identification and 
optimization of various factors in the DLS process. The remedies for corrective actions 
from the tuned process have either been in terms of software compensations, shuffling 
of process sequence or dictated procedures.  
 
6.3.1 Process analysis (Step 1) 
The first step in the proposed approach is process analysis. The purpose of the process 
analysis is to understand the entire process, including the critical relations between the 
quality requirements and the performance metrics of both input and output conditions 
(Arthur et al., 1996; Adedeji et al., 1993; Shina, 2002; Stamatis 2003; Parsons 1978). 
For this case study the proposed geometric benchmark part is used to serve as a 
standard part for fabrication across the different experiments.   
 
Table A2.1 in Appendix 2 shows the general process planning for a rapid prototyping 
process with typical inputs and corresponding outputs. The items marked in italics 
involve the design software and data formats for creating and representing the 
conceptual design. For this benchmarking experiment the STL file is used, as it is 
practically a de facto standard in the rapid prototyping industry (Jurrens, 1999; Fadel 
and Kirschman, 1996).  
 
 
The initial understanding and selection of factors in the order of their importance aims 
to reduce inefficiencies in the process. A six-sigma tool - the Ishikawa “fish bone” 
diagram (Stamatis, 2003) is used to visualize potential causes for variability in the 
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DLS process as shown in Figure 6.2. This diagram presents a pictorial display of all 
possible causes of problems, or factors needed for a successful process benchmark. It 
facilitates the understanding of the factors from the part design to the final 
measurements that affect the process by indicating the relationships between the 
factors. The diagram does not mean to necessarily list all factors, but it definitely 
serves as a starting point for further investigation. 
 
Fig 6.2.  Ishikawa “fish bone” diagram 
 
 
6.3.2  Screening experiments (Step 2)   
For the screening experiments a number of preliminary tests were conducted.  From 
the first few experiments and the outcomes, further tests were conducted on a trial-and-
error method using various parameter settings with the aim to improve the GBP 
fabricated, and identify the key factors.  
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The material used in the fabrication of the RP&M prototype is one of the key factors as 
the rapid prototyping process is material-dependent. The material used in the case 
study has the characteristics shown in Table A2.2 in Appendix 2. The following 
factors were identified as important. 
• Selection of a suitable base plate  
• Preheating for fabrication of the prototypes  
• Proper sequential movement of the scraper 
• Laser power distribution for properly sintered layers. 
• Layer thickness control to achieve good surface roughness 
.  
6.3.2.1   Base plate 
 
In the fabrication of parts using the DLS process, a good base plate is important for 
sintering both metal and plastic powders. The necessity of a base plate for the DLS 
system is due to scraper powder laying mechanism used. The base plate is mounted on 
the building platform using suitable fixtures. Various types of base plates used for the 
DLS process are listed in Table A2.3 in Appendix 2. Figure A2.6 in Appendix 2 shows 
the choices of the base plate available. 
 
6.3.2.2   Preheating 
Initially the powder was directly sintered without preheating (as was the case with 
metal power) and the result was as shown in Figure 6.3. After only a few layers, there 
was bulging, giving rise to cracking. Figures 6.3a and 6.3b show respectively the side 
and top views, of the bulging on a built GBP during the screening experiments. Pre-
heating for plastic material before the actual sintering process reduces the cracking and 
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is therefore considered essential, although the actual degree of pre-heating (level of 
part bed temperature) could again possibly influence the final prototype. 
 
 
          a. bulging side view                      b. bulging top view 




6.3.2.3   Sequential movement of the scraper 
Even after proper base selections and preheating of the plastic powder, it was still not 
possible to build the benchmark parts. It can be seen in Figure 6.4 that some layers on 
the geometric benchmark part have been shifted or gradually broken.  
 
A careful investigation of the DLS powder layering system showed that rubbing 
between the scraper (Figure 6.5) and the deposited fresh layer of powder caused the 
shifting and breaking up of the layer from the previously sintered layer. A solution to 
this problem was to change the sequence of operation between the scraper, the part-
bed, and the powder bed mechanisms. 
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Fig 6.4.  Pictures of the distorted geometric benchmark parts as a result of the 
rubbing induced by the scraper 
The original sequence of operation is shown in Figure 6.6. The part bed (3) descends 
by a layer thickness. The powder cylinder (2) ascends so that the scraper (1) would 
wipe the powder to layer it smoothly on the part bed surface. This is followed by the 














Fig 6.5.  DLS scraper deposition of plastic powder 
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following subsections discuss those that are specific to the DLS process case study 
based on the plastic powder material. 
 
 
Fig 6.6.  Original mechanism of powder deposition in DLS system 
 
The return of the scraper to the initial position over the laid powder surface sometimes 
causes sintered layers of the part to break away. To prevent this, the sequence has been 
reshuffled as follows: After the scraper layers the powder on the part bed surface it 
stays there till the scanning/sintering is over; after which the part bed goes down, 
followed by the scraper returning to the initial position. Then the powder bed goes up 
and the scraper layers a new layer of powder on the part surface. The process is 
repeated till the entire part is fabricated. This sequence is much better than the 




6.3.2.4   Temperature distribution in the DLS process using plastic powder 
Generally for laser-sintered RP&M processes proper temperature distribution of the 
part bed is crucial. Poor adhesion between layers due to uneven sintering, arising from 
poor distribution of temperature results in warpage, delamination or burnt marks. The 
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on problem that generally occurs in most RP&M 
arts (Wong et al., 2002). Figures 6.7a and 6.7b show the effect of temperature 
 
Fig 6.7.  Concentration of the temperature on
benchmark part 
Delamination: Poor bonding strength leads to bulging, delamination or warping. 
Figure 6.8 shows delamination (Figure 6.8a) and warpage (Figure 6.8b) due to the 
 
 
Warpage: Warpage is a major distorti
p
concentration on the front and inner side on the geometric benchmark part on the DLS 
system. It has been observed that the distribution of the temperature is uneven for the 
sides of the same part, i.e., the side facing the operator and towards the inside of the 
system. When the exhaust fan was turned on during sintering, the warpage was found 
to be considerably less, and this was attributed to a more even circulation of heat in the 
fabrication chamber due to the suction induced ventilation.   
   
a. front side     b. inner side 
 various sides of the same geometric 
 
weak bonding between layers in the part built during the case study. Therefore the best 
setting for the part bed temperature and the laser power must be identified and tuned in 
a way to achieve the suitable bonding strength to prevent part failures. 
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Fig 6.8.  Delami
 
Burnt marks: The powder laying system times 
causes laying of excess powder during its motion. During normal sintering, the powder 
tends to cause the surface to appear burnt or uneven. It can be seen from Figure 6.9 
 
Fig 6.9.  Serious effect of burnt ma
 
  a. delamination                         b. warpage 
nation and warpage due to the weak bonding between layers 
 (scraper) in the DLS system some
that in such cases, both the geometric accuracy and surface smoothness are affected. It 
was found than a proportionate increase in laser power and part bed temperature could 
reduce the burnt marks by melting away the excess laid powder. 
a)                   b) 
rks  on the geometric features 
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dentifying the important factors 
From the screening experiments a simple cause-and-effect matrix based on quality 
function deployment (QFD) (Adedeji et al., 1993; Stamatis, 2003) is shown in Table 
6.1. The numeric values 9/3/1/0 are relative weightages based on value judgment of 
correlations (0- no relationship, 1- possible relationship, 3- medium relationship, 9- 
strong relationship) between the control factors and the geometric accuracy and surface 
roughness. The correlation is partly based on the understanding of the process, from 
the users of the DLS system and the screening experiments. The total weightings were 
calculated as the sum of the correlation value (9, 3, or 1) multiplied by the relative 
weighting of importance of the process outputs. For example, the total weightings for 
layer thickness= 3 x 10 + 8 x 9 = 102. 
Table 6.1.  QFD on the DLS process 




Importance 10 8 
No Proce trol factors) Cor ut/output Total ss Input (con relation: Inp
1 Layer thickness 3 9 102 
2 Part bed temperature 3 1 38 
3 Laser power 3 9 102 
4 Scan spacing 1 1 18 
5 Scan speed 1 3 34 
6 Scan pattern 1 1 18 
7 Scraper speed 1 1 18 
8 Post processing 3 9 102 
Correlation: Input/Output  
(0- no relationship, 1- pos  relationship, 9- strong 
 
Six-sigma quality tools i.e., the fish-bone diagram and QFD were useful in 
understanding and analyzing the control factors that relate directly to the output. To 
have a clearer interpretation of the effect, a planned design of experiments (DOE) 
sible relationship, 3- medium
relationship) 
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6.2.  Identification of Control factors 
 
 Impo ctors  
(Stamatis, 2003; Parsons, 1978) was used to identify the best setting of control factors 
that will give the desired output. Table 6.2 summaries the important factors from 
which the significant control factors were finalized from the above matrix and 
subsequently used to design the experiments. This selection was based on the highest 
total weightage from the QFD and also their ease of control during the experiments. 
The factors that were maintained constant through the experiments include: scraper 
speed, crosshatch scan pattern (from the screening experiments it was concluded that 
crosshatch scan pattern was most suitable for this particular nylon material), scan 
spacing is maintained at 0.2 mm (as we were interested in changing scan speeds), 
outlining of each sintered cross section (since it generally improves the model quality), 
the plastic material is assumed to pre-selected and new powder is used in all the 
experiments. Although the material by itself is a very important factor in all rapid 
prototyping processes, note that in this study we did not intend to study the material 
characteristics.  Moreover the material used in the case study was an entirely new 
material and therefore we had not previously established a constant ratio of new: used 
powder that could be used. Hence during the designed experiments we maintained new 
powder throughout. Post processing is additionally excluded in the list of important 
control factors because the GBP will only be partially post processed for the sake of 
geometric measurements. 
Table 
rtant control factors Significant control fa
Laser power Laser power 
Scan speed Scan speed 
Scraper Speed ss Layer thickne
Layer thickness perature Part bed tem
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able A2.4 in Appendix 2 further lists some of the undesirable end-results and errors 
6.3.3  Design of Experiments (Step3) 
to obtain the preferred setting for the 
he main purpose of using the GBP is to determine the effectiveness of a process/ 
wo quality characteristics, namely geometric accuracy and surface roughness, are 
T
associated with the DLS process. These errors are possibly the same for any given 
RP&M process. The aim of this investigation is also to identify an effective procedure 
during the fabrication process that will minimize the undesirable results. 
 
Orthogonal array experiments were designed 
control factors identified in the screening experiments. Optimizing a product or 
process means determining the best architecture, levels of control factors and 
tolerances. Taguchi’s orthogonal arrays (Stamatis, 2003; Madhav, 1989; Zairi, 1994) 
can be used to save resources during experimentation and also ease the search for the 




system in building the set of benchmarked geometric features offered by the GBP. The 
best process parameter settings for building the GBP are to be obtained and the 
resulting characteristics of the GBP built by the best-tuned process are used to 
represent the attainable quality of the parts built by the process.   
 
T
used as response factors during the experiments. If the critical factors (and their 
interactions, if applicable) are identified, then these factors can be tuned accordingly to 
minimize the undesirable results.  
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dditionally the aim is also to find the optimal setting for the accuracy of the various 
able 6.3 presents the L9 (34) Taguchi’s orthogonal array used in the experiments for 










individual geometric features on the GBP, and thereby derive appropriate scaling and 
offset factors for compensation based on measurements made on the fabricated part. 
 
T
the DLS system and also the levels of the control factors. The part bed temperature 
(PBT) is investigated on three levels: 300C, 350C and 400C. The layer thickness (LT) 
investigated are 0.1mm, 0.15mm and 0.2mm. The laser power (LP) and scan speed 
(SS) investigated are 20W, 25W, 30W and 1200m/s, 1400m/s, 1600m/s respectively. 
 
Exp. No 
P T SS B LP LT 
1   1 1 1 1
2 1 2 2 2 
3 1 3 3 3 
4 2 1 2 3 
5 2 2 3 1 
6 2 3 1 2 
7 3 1 3 2 
8 3 2 1 3 
9 3 3 2 1 
Control factors Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
PBT 30 35 40 
LP 20 25 30 
LT 0.1 0.15 0.2 
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.3.4  Fabrication (Step 4) 
on the DLS system according to the designed 
6.3.5  Measurements (Step 5) 
ents, measurements were performed on the 
 
6
The fabrication was performed 
experiments. During the process of fabrication, general details contributed to the 
smooth operation of the process were also recorded to document the process. Some of 
the potentially important activities in the DLS process, such as fixing the base plate 
onto the building platform, preparing the base-plate, etc., were also recorded carefully 
for process evaluation and identifying the best practice to be followed. 
 
On the completion of the experim
Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) as shown in Figure A2.7 in Appendix 2. The 
surface roughness was measured on the base of the geometric benchmark part using 
the Rank Taylor Hobson surface texture measuring equipment. During this case study 
we have limited the surface roughness measurements only to horizontal surfaces. 
However consistency has been maintained when measuring and comparing the 
horizontal surfaces in all the built parts. The objective was to find the deviation in the 
X and Y- axis accuracy in general and additionally the deviation in accuracy of the 
various individual geometric features on the geometric benchmark part. The 
measurements include perpendicularity, parallelism, concentricity, angularity, 
coaxiality and flatness. It is important that all geometric features on the benchmark 
part and the relative measurements such as perpendicularity and parallelism be 
recorded for the purposes of comparison between various RP&M processes. Table 
A1.3 in the Appendix 1 presents the measurement details. 
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The use of a part program for capturing automated measurements using the CMM 
helps to maintain accurate, efficient and consistent comparison across various 
experiments. 
 
6.3.6  Statistical analysis (Step 6) 
A statistical analysis software [Minitab] was used to analyze the measured data to 
obtain their mean effects plots, interaction plots, etc.  
 
The plots in Figure 6.10 show the main effects for surface roughness on the base of the 
geometric benchmark part. The main effects plot is most useful when several factors 
are involved. By comparing the changes in the means level, we can identify those 
factors that influence the response the most. A main effect is present when different 
levels of a factor affect the response differently. Also for a factor with different levels, 
we can find the level that increases the mean when compared to the other levels. This 
difference is a main effect. 
 
Since the objective is to reduce the surface roughness (SR), or to have a good surface 
finish, it can be interpreted from the graph on the main plots that the optimized setting 
(lowest Ra) for prototyping parts from this particular plastic material will include a 
layer thickness of 0.15mm, medium laser power of about 25W, scan speed of about 
1400 mm/s and a high part bed temperature of 400C. 
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Fig 6.10.  Main plots-data means for surface roughness against control factors 
(See Table 6.3 on actual values for levels 1, 2 & 3, for the control factors) 
            
 
 
Fig 6.11.  Interaction plots for laser power and part bed temperature 
 
The interaction plots for the laser power and temperature in terms of data means of 
surface roughness is as shown in the Figure 6.11.  It can be seen from the plots that 
there is a reduced mean for surface roughness, when the part bed temperature is low 
with a medium laser power. Table A2.5 in Appendix 2 shows the preferred settings of 
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control factors based on the analysis of the geometric features on the geometric 
benchmark part.  
 
Process improvement and tuning in terms of laser beam offset and scaling factors to 
improve the geometric accuracy of the geometric benchmark part is presented in the 
following section. 
 
Process improvement and tuning 
After identifying the best achievable process and the corresponding setting of control 
factors to give the possibly most accurate geometric parts, further process 
improvement can be taken. An important process improvement procedure is error 
compensation to attain best possible accuracy. The error compensations can be 
incorporated using a scaling factor and beam offset. The compensation for errors 
related to the geometric accuracy are based on the statistical data available from the 
measurements done on the GBP. 
 
Nomenclature: 
L – Distance (length, breadth or height in mm) 
La  –Dimensions in STL file in mm 
Lm – Measured dimensions on the geometric benchmark part in mm, 
(a-actual, m- measured) 
k – Scaling factor  
b – Laser beam offset factor in mm 
s- shrinkage in mm 
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Analysis of the CMM measurements data indicates that the fabricated benchmark part 
has an accuracy deviation of about 4 %. This was attributed to be partly due to the 
scanner (beam offset) and partly due to the shrinkage of the material. 
 
The error in length can be compensated using a scaling factor k and a beam offset b. 
The values of k and b are calculated from La obtained from GBP CAD file and Lm 
measured from the fabricated GBP. The maximum base method is used to process the 
data, as it is convenient and accurate (Xiangwei, 1999). In this method the 
measurement data set is sorted in decreasing order, and then the shrinkage and beam 
offset are calculated from the maximum differences between the maximum and 
minimum (Yang et al., 1997). 
 
The procedure is as follows.  
1. Sort the data set in decreasing order  
{ }, 1, 2, 3, 4, ...ai miL L i n=   
 















1)= − − − − − − − − − − −− −∑        
 
3. Determine the average beam offset b  

















−= − − − − − − − −− −∑  
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Shrinkage in layer sintering causes the prototype to be smaller whilst beam offset 
makes the prototype bigger. Thus it is important to compensate for accuracy by 
incorporating appropriate scaling and beam offsets to the STL-format GBP CAD file. 
In practice to compensate for material shrinkage s, the CAD model is scaled by a 
scaling factor k, given by  
 




= −−−−−−−+   
 
Thus if the material shrinkage s = 0, k = 1; otherwise k ≠ 1. To compensate for beam 
offset, the beam must be offset by b/2 in the X and Y directions with respect to the 
profiles of the CAD model as illustrated in Figure 6.12. 
 
 
Fig 6.12.  Relation of La, Lm and beam offset b 
 
From the analysis of the data it is observed that the error k is axis-dependant. Figure 
6.13 shows a plot of the deviation in accuracy between the actual and the measured 
dimensions of length in the Y-axis (as can be seen from Table A1.4 in Appendix 1). 
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Fig 6.13.  Graphical plot of the deviation in accuracy 
 
 
According to equations (1) to (3), s, k, b and b/2 along the Y-axis were computed to be 
-0.0443, 1.0463, 0.9227 and 0.4613mm, respectively. Similarly s, k, b and b/2 along 
the X-axis were computed to be –0.0539, 1.0569, 0.6176 and 0.3088, respectively. 
 
Although measurement results indicate difference in geometric accuracy for different 
geometric features, it is not feasible to comprehensively specify all possible geometric 
configurations and their corresponding s and b compensation values. Therefore 
compensations are applied based on the different calculated values of k and b along the 
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and after the application of the proposed approach on the DLS process.  
Failed GBP before proposed approach 
 
Bef ach failure of the parts was mainly due to 
proper setting of the control factors, which 
of smooth procedure and optimized setting 
from
 
 a.               b. 
Fig 6.15.  GBP after applying the proposed approach 
6.3.7  Experimental verification (Step 7) 
Figure 6.14 (a-b) and Figure 6.15 (a-b) shows the geometric benchmark part before 
 a.          b. 
Fig 6.14.  
ore the application of the proposed appro
a lack of a standardized procedure and im
was later overcome from the identification 
 the proposed approach. 
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Based on the measurement data, compensations were done in terms of scaling factors 
accuracy.  
 
Tables A1.4 – A1.5 in Appendix 1 briefly comp
length in mm) of two GBP fa
proposed six-sigma approach for benc
measurement d ta, it c etric ccurac
fabricated usin s e A1.5 the best 
his type of material was not previously used on our DLS system, the 
benchmark part built was the only source to obtain the accuracy data. 
 
The proposed approach identifies crucial factors and their corresponding settings to 
enable more consistent performance of the process, which can then be used as a 
benchmarked process. For the DLS system, this includes reshuffling of the sequential 
operation of the scraper, part bed and the powder bed cylinders. Pre-processing of the 
base-plate and proper fixing of the base-plate to the build platform can also be 
specified. The following outline the procedure that serves as the DLS process 
benchmark. 
 
Pre-processing: Preparation of the base plate, system parameter settings according to 
and offset (Xiangwei, 1999; Yang et al., 1997) to arrive at the desired dimensional 
are the selected accuracy details (i.e. 
bricated before and after the implementation of the 
hmarking RP&M processes. From the 
a an be seen that the geom  a y has improved in the GBP 
g the propo ed approach. As can be seen from the Tabl
achievable accuracy based on this material is ~0.2 mm deviation as compared to the 
design dimensions. It should be noted that since the material used was entirely new 
type and t
 
6.3.8 Standardized benchmarked DLS process (Step 8) 
the material used, including the identified offset and scaling values. 
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Apart from the described process benchmarking methodology to assist in setting up the 
machine for optimum use, the idea was also to capture the part building procedure 
including the identified best settings and document it for references when fabricating 
parts from that particular system and material in future. That was the reason to have 
termed it as the benchmarked process for a particular material on a particular system. 
With an identified benchmarked process it will not be necessary to make the 
benchmark part every time a build is made, using that material and system. 
 
ed as the ‘user’s part’ was actually a test for the 
selected DLS process to fabricate a prototype based on the optimal settings earlier 
identified through the fabrication of the geometric benchmark part. This part was built 
for an exhibition. The user part was mainly a test for building geometric features like 
overhangs, triangles, circular holes, channels and so on. The original dimensions 
(CAD file) of the base on the X and Y axes were 300 x 300 mm. This was big 
compared to 250 mm diameter building size on the DLS system. Hence the part was 
scaled. Since the part was a scaled model, the measurement results could not be 
Fabrication: A checklist for all possible considerations for a smooth process; 
specifically the volume of powder, preheating and system settings. 
Post-processing: Removal, cleaning methods based on the prototype material to be 
standardized.  
 
 A second part (Figure 6.16) term
correlated with other SLS parts. However the part was built right the first time with 








Fig 6.16.  Test part from a customer 
 
6.4 Summary 
The approach of using the six-sigma method in the process benchmarking of the DLS 
RP&M process is presented, with geometric accuracy and surface roughness as output 
quality characteristics. Six-sigma tools used are: process maps, process flow charts, 
cause-effect charts, fish bone diagram, graphical plots, cause-effect matrix, Quality 
Function Deployment i chi orthogonal arrays, 
NOVA. In addition statistical software such as Matlab and Minitab have also been 
u he tuned RP&M process benchmark is identified, it can be 
and statist cal tools like DOE, Tagu
A
very seful. Once t
standardized, so as to maintain a consistent process. Note that any change of a critical 
factor, such as the material powder used, will require re-tuning of the process 
benchmark. The properties of different materials influence the fabrication parameters 
in the process and these fabrication parameters in turn affect the geometric and 
mechanical properties of the prototype produced. Generally laser-sintered models 
require post-processing, which also affect the geometric accuracy and surface 
roughness. To obtain consistent and best quality output, knowledge of the effects of 
sintering and post-processing must be suitably captured into the design and process 
planning. Although the benchmarking process is time consuming, the results are 
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important for obtaining consistent quality parts achievable with the specific RP&M 
process. This methodology is proposed to be followed while process benchmarking 
different RP&M processes and systems. But to demonstrate the process benchmarking 
methodology we have specifically discussed only the Direct Laser Sintering (DLS) 
process in this chapter. For the better known RP&M processes, the benchmark part and 
benchmarking procedure could be useful in fine tuning the process. Based on datasets 
arrived from the fabrication of the benchmark part, a web-accessible fuzzy decision 
support system (discussed in the next Chapter) can assist in the selection of suitable 
RP&M processes for specific requirements.  
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This chapter presents an overall framework and working principles of an Integrated 
Decision Support System for Selection of RP (IDSSSRP) processes based on 
benchmarked information. The information gathered from the part and process 
benchmarking is stored in a benchmark database to be used for information 
verification and decision support. The benchmark database and the central RP&M 
knowledge base work to compliment each other in offering decision support for the 
selection of suitable RP&M process according to user requirements. 
RP&M Process


































etc depending upon the
applications/ materials
 
Fig 7.1.  Rapid prototyping benchmarking flow chart 
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The flowchart in Figure 7.1 gives an overview on the issues that can be addressed by 
RP&M benchmarking for the purpose of decision support. The following sections 
detail a proposed RP&M fuzzy decision-making approach, web-based organization 
and integration of the benchmark database with the RP&M database for decision 
support.  
 
7.2 Fuzzy Approach to Decision Making 
The fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965; Klir, 1988) offers a possibility of handling data and 
information involving certain subjective characteristics in the decision making process. 
It is not possible to use raw measurement data for decision support, nor does it make 
sense to do so. It is sometimes also not possible to strictly have crisp data for decision 
support. In such case fuzzy values could be the best choice in rating or ranking using 
linguistic variables such as ‘good’, ‘better’ and ‘best’. For RP&M web-based decision 
support systems there is a necessity to validate and use the results from benchmarking. 
Thus a fuzzy-based decision making methodology is employed to order and analyze 
data obtained through benchmarking. Fuzzy set theory resembles human reasoning in 
its use of approximate information (e.g. ‘good’ or ‘better’) and uncertainty to generate 
decisions. Such decision-making in RP&M can assist a novice RP user in the selection 
of a suitable process or system. Using fuzzy approach the goal is to rank RP&M 
processes in their order of performance from best to worst, based on the data from the 
benchmarking experiments. This is a valid and comprehensive reasoning method that 








A condition is either true or false; in that case the answer is either one, True (1) or 
False (0). But some times the answer may not be completely true or completely false in 
such cases a degree of membership is assigned to it. 
True (1) Range of values (0-1) False (0) 
 
So the range of values between 0-1 determines the degree of membership for a 
particular condition. As an example, consider the following RP&M user input shown 
in Figure 7.2. 
 
 


















Fig 7.2.  Fuzzy approach based on the user input 
 
For demonstration, if the first condition was Accuracy < = 0.1, then the answer is true 
for SLA considering the choice sets as shown in Figure 7.2. Note that given sufficient 
time and care during the finishing process many RP&M processes can achieve 0.1mm 
accuracy. In this example we consider only SLA to have satisfied the condition, while 
the other processes have not. But if the other conditions are considered, such as for 
example surface roughness <= 50 µm, general geometric accuracy, geometric features, 
Geometric accuracy <= 0.1 1 / 0
Mechanical properties (Tensile, compressive,
shrink, etc) 
Delicate features (thin walls, thin cylinders,
minute holes, etc)
Accuracy of geometric features (cylinders,
squares, holes, etc)
Part size (eg. 250 x 250 mm)
Surface roughness, Ra <=50 microns
More than one answer 
possible
A rule is created and a
rating or membership 
value is assigned 
Results generated in the order 
of truth-values
(0 - 1) 
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part size, etc., then more processes satisfy the conditions. In this case, a rule can be 
created and a rating or membership value assigned. This will allow the results to be 
generated in the order of the truth-value (i.e. from 0 to 1), with the order of the results 
from the best to the worst-satisfied conditions. 
 
7.3 IDSSSRP Fuzzy Decision Methodology 
 The proposed IDSSSRP fuzzy decision methodology aims to find an optimal solution 
under imprecise or qualitative information based on the benchmark data. The challenge 
is to construct a model useful to handle precise, imprecise or vague data obtained from 
RP&M benchmarking and translate the data into a fuzzy quantitative method to arrive 
at a possible best solution. 
 
The proposed methodology can be basically summarized in three stages namely:  
Stage 1: Representation of the decision problem  
Stage 2: Fuzzy set evaluation of the goals and constraints, and  
Stage 3: Selection of the best solution. 
 
7.3.1 Stage 1: Representation of the decision problem  
The starting point to solve a decision problem is to define the problem based on the 
user requirement. In IDSSSRP this stage consists of identifying the goals and 
constraints. According to Bellman and Zadeh (1970) a fuzzy decision model 
accommodates certain constraints C and goals G. The constraints and goals are treated 
as fuzzy sets characterized by membership functions: 
     : [0C Xµ →  
     : [0,G X 1]µ → , 
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where X is the universe set of alternatives. The symmetry between the goals and 
constraints under this fuzzy model allows them to be treated in the same manner. 
 A hierarchical representation of the IDSSSRP decision problem under consideration is 
presented in Figure 7.3. The goals used in this study are the overall geometric accuracy 
and surface roughness. The constraints denote the desired geometric accuracy of 
individual geometric features. The processes (alternatives) denote the various RP&M 
processes. Each component of the structure can be further expanded if necessary (i.e. 
the goals, constraints or processes could be added on to be accommodated in future 





Goal A Goal B Constraint A Constraint B







Fig 7.3.  Hierarchical structure of the IDSSSRP decision problem  
 
 
7.3.2 Stage 2: Fuzzy set evaluation of the goals and constraints 
This stage basically consists of representing all the goals and constraints as fuzzy sets 
obtained by mapping the membership values based on the selection of linguistic 
variable by the user. In the fuzzy IDSSSRP two key concepts are employed: linguistic 
variables and fuzzy memberships. Linguistic variables are used to represent the 
decision criteria under consideration and the degrees of appropriateness of the 
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processes perceived by a decision-maker (e.g. high, medium and low for geometric 
accuracy etc.). Then these linguistic variables are translated into the corresponding 
fuzzy numbers to facilitate quantitative decision operations. As an example goal A and 
constraint A can be represented by: 
 
Goal A = FuzzySet [{A, 0.99}, {B, 0.96}, {C, 0.98}, {D, 0.99},  
Universal Space --- {A, D}] 
    
    
Constraint A = FuzzySet [{A, 1}, {B, 0.89}, {C, 0.99}, {D, 0.98},  
Universal Space --- {A, D}] 
 
 
where Universal Space U represents the processes: U= {Process A, Process B, Process 
C, Process D}. Also called as the Universe of Discourse, U is the range of all possible 




Different functions can be used for mapping the fuzzy membership, such as triangular, 
trapezoidal, bell curve, sigmoid and other user-defined functions to generate fuzzy 
memberships. We choose to use the triangular membership function because it is 
simple, effective and best suited for our case. Relative membership grades are assigned 
to linguistic variables for geometric features based on a triangular membership 
function derived from the measured results. Presently the main properties for the 
decision support include the accuracy details, geometric features, fine features and 
mechanical features. 
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Triangular Membership Function: The triangular membership functional involves a 
variable x, and depends on three scalar parameters a, b, and c as follows: 
0,
,




x a a x b
b af x a b c
c x b x c
c b
c x
⎧ ⎫≤⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪−⎪ ⎪≤ ≤⎪ ⎪−= ⎨ ⎬−⎪ ⎪≤ ≤⎪ ⎪−⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪≤⎩ ⎭
 
Figure 7.4 illustrates a plot of the triangular membership function in relation to 
parameters a, b and c. 
Fig 7.4.  Triangular membership function 
 
Triangular memberships for quality characteristics 
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 represent the triangular memberships for geometric accuracy and 
surface roughness. With reference to Figure 7.5 we consider the geometric accuracy to 
be ‘high’ if the deviation in mm is 0, ‘medium’ if the deviation is 1mm and ‘low’ if the 
deviation is 5mm. Note that the actual deviation (and not accuracy) is represented by 
mm. The terms {high, medium, low} represent the linguistic variable set for geometric 
accuracy. 0, 1, 5 are basically the values of b which locate the peaks in the triangular 
membership functions as discussed in the previous section.  
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The rationale behind choosing the peak values is based on the experience gained from 
the various benchmarking studies pertaining to this research. Note that all the 
measurements were done without the actual finishing operations generally required for 
any RP&M process and hence the peak values representing the linguistic variables 
such as high, medium and low representing the geometric accuracy have to be chosen 
carefully. A ‘0’ mm deviation is a perfect case (theoretically) and hence the peak value 
for ‘high’ is ‘0’. We consider the peak value for ‘medium’ as ‘1’ mm without finishing 
operations (generally the achievable accuracy for SLS is approximately +0.2 mm,  
+0.1 mm for SLA, about 3mm for FDM before finishing). We have assumed a peak 
value of ‘5’mm for ‘low’ considering an absolutely worst case. All the linguistic 
variables share the same ‘c’ value of ‘10’mm deviation considering a worst-case 
scenario and also because for a given ‘x’ value some degree of membership is assigned 
to each criterion.  Based on the case studies the best accuracy achievable was with 
SLA 0.060 mm deviation and a worst case was with the DLS process with a deviation 
of about 8.575 mm. It should be however noted that this 8.575 mm (Actual: 170 mm, 
Measured: 161.425 mm) deviation was before the process tuning of the DLS process 
based on the particular plastic powder as was reported in Chapter 5. Hence ‘0’ was 
chosen to represent ‘high’, 1 mm for ‘medium’ and 5 mm for low, without finishing 
operations. The reason for choosing ‘c’ as 10mm to accommodate a worse case of 
deviation if necessary.  
 
Based on the actual measurement data from the benchmark part the corresponding 
memberships can be computed based on the function using Matlab. For example a 
geometric feature with a deviation of 3 mm will be assigned membership accuracy of 
0.7 for ‘high’, 0.77 for ‘medium’ and 0.6 for ‘low’ (see Figure 7.5). 
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Fig 7.6.  Triangular membership for surface roughness 
 
 
Fig 7.5.  Triangular membership for geometric accuracy 
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Similarly for surface roughness (Figure 7.6), the values of 0, 15 and 100 in microns 
represent the peak values for ‘fine’, ‘medium’ and ‘rough’. Note that all measurements 
on the benchmark part were done without finishing operations. Generally the 
achievable surface finish is process dependant. The reported achievable surface finish 
after finishing for SLA is approximately 2 µm, for SLS it is < 15 µm but material 
dependant, for FDM it is approximately 15 - 30 µm (World Wide Web). Hence 
considering the range of surface finishes attainable form various processes we have 
chosen the values 0, 15 and 100 to represent the ‘peak’ values for the linguistic 
variables for surface roughness. ‘0’ µm represents a theoretical value of absolutely 
‘fine’ and 100 µm represents the worst-case scenario ‘rough’.  Note that the parameters 
are again carefully chosen so that, for a given ‘x’ value some degree of membership is 
was 0.4 µm m n m. Shellabear 
assigned to each criterion. Based on our case studies the minimum surface roughness 
easured o  SLA and the worst was on DLS, about 22 µ
(1998) indicates that the surface roughness varies with various combinations of 
process, machine, material, layer thickness etc. Reeves and Cobb (1996) reports a 
range of surface roughness between 1.4 µm and 65.2 µm after light post-processing, 
based on his comparative studies on various RP&M processes. Hence we had chosen 
the values of  ‘0’ and ‘100’ to represent absolute cases of ‘fine’ and ‘rough’ for surface 
roughness without finishing operations. This range could be useful when 
benchmarking other RP&M processes for considering a worst scenario if necessary.  
 
In Figure 7.5 we have assumed a peak value (scalar parameter ‘b’) of ‘5’mm for ‘low’ 
considering an absolutely worst case accuracy. In Figure 7.6, the ‘b’ value of 100 µm 
represents the worst-case scenario ‘rough’ for surface roughness. In Figure 7.5 the 
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.086 mm. Hence the corresponding membership values based on the triangular 
for ‘low’, 0.84 for ‘medium’ and 0.76 for ‘high’ accuracy 
lso shown as shaded cells in Table 7.1). Likewise the membership values for low, 
Note that all the values are fuzzified based on the datasets obtained from the 
benchmark part. Hence, for example even if the deviation varies considerably been 0 
and 5 mm (Figure 7.7) the corresponding deviation will be fuzzified and will have an 
appropriate membership value for use in the DSS. This is only a beginning for the 
future works wherein all RP&M process related data will be subsequently captured and 
fuzzified. An important usefulness of the benchmark part is to determine the accuracy 
of the different geometric profiles of the features considered. 
values of parameters b ≠ c, whereas in Figure the values of b = c = 100 µm hence it 
appears like a straight line.   
 
Table 7.1 presents membership values for various geometric features based on the 
benchmark part. The membership values were obtained in a similar manner from the 
triangular membership function as shown in Figure 7.5. Considering the actual case of 
the circular holes (CR) built on the SLS process based on this study, the deviation in 
geometric accuracy, i.e., difference between actual and measured dimensions wa
1
membership function (illustrated in Figure 7.7) will be 0.21 for ‘low’, 0.99 for 
‘medium’ and 0.90 for ‘high’ accuracy (values shown as shaded cells in Table 7.1). 
Considering the case of the spheres (SP) built on the SLS process the deviation in 
geometric accuracy was measured to be 2.358 mm, hence the corresponding 
membership values are 0.47 
(a
medium and high accuracy for geometric features on the benchmark part (Figure 7.9) 
for various RP&M processes have been computed using Matlab and recorded as can be 
seen from Table 7.1.  
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Fig 7.7.  Mapping of triangular membership for geometric accuracy 
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The membership grades for surface roughness have also been computed using matlab 


















ed. Figure 7.8 illustrates the actual mapping of surface roughness for a
easured value of 12.1 µm on the base of the benchmark part. SLS takes memb
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1 Holes (CR) 
2 Cylinders (SC) 
3 Squares (CB) 
4 Cones (CN) 
5 Spheres (SP) 
6 Slots (SL) 
7 Brackets (BR) 
 
 





GeoID low medium high 
1 0.0708 1 0.0142 0.0708 0.9916
2 1.0858 1 0.2172 0.9905 0.9058
3 0.0200 1 0.004 0.02 0.9979
4 0.1813 1 0.0363 0.1813 0.9865
5 1.0600 1 0.212 0.9933 0.900
1 0.8181 2 0.1636 0.8181 0.9182
2 1.1309 2 0.2262 0.9855 0.8869
3 1.7886 2 0.3577 0.9124 0.8211
4 1.5680 2 0.3136 0.9369 0.8432
5 2.0425 2 0.4085 0.8842 0.7957
1 0.2285 3 0.0457 0.2285 0.9771
2 0.6444 3 0.1289 0.6444 0.9356
3 0.9843 3 0.1969 0.9843 0.9016
4 0.7691 3 0.1538 0.7691 0.9231
5 0.6132 3 0.1226 0.6132 0.9387
1 1.0031 4 0.2006 0.9997 0.8997
2 0.6811 4 0.1362 0.6811 0.9319
3 0.9833 4 0.1967 0.9833 0.9017
4 1.3005 4 0.2601 0.9666 0.87
5 0.5721 4 0.1144 0.5721 0.9428
1 0.1188 5 0.0238 0.1188 0.9881
2 2.3576 5 0.4715 0.8492 0.7642
3 0.0943 5 0.0189 0.0943 0.9906
4 0.2055 5 0.0411 0.2055 0.9794
5 2.2372 5 0.4474 0.8625 0.7763
1 0.0492 6 0.0098 0.0492 0.9951
2 0.6225 6 0.1245 0.6225 0.9377
3 0.0450 6 0.009 0.045 0.9955
4 0.1487 6 0.0297 0.1487 0.9851
5 1.0535 6 0.2107 0.9941 0.8947
1 0.1166 7 0.0233 0.1166 0.9883
2 0.4200 7 0.084 0.42 0.958
3 0.0400 7 0.008 0.04 0.996
4 0.1533 7 0.0307 0.1533 0.9847
5 0.5790 7 0.1158 0.579 0.9421
1 0.1525 8 0.0305 0.1525 0.9848
2 0.4700 8 0.094 0.47 0.953
3 0.1431 8 0.0286 0.1431 0.9857
4 0.3183 8 0.0637 0.3183 0.9682
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Table 7.2 presents the degree of memberships for the overall geometric accuracy 
(based n the  X, Y and Z axes) irrespective of the 
geometric features. The me i l ometric accuracy was obtained by 
mappi  the a  th a b ined from different dimensions in 
length n diff x  b n  nctions given in Figure 7.7. For 
example the m h  v o v e metric accuracy on the X- axis and 
Y-axis of the benchm  p  iation 
values from 17 6 m  e membership function.  


















 o  dimensional error in length on the
mbersh ps for overal ge
ng verage of e devi tion values o ta
 o erent a es ased o  membership fu
embers ip alues f r the o erall g o
ark art are obtained by mapping the average of the dev
0mm, 0m , 25mm and 10mm on th
able 7 .  embe hips for overa l 
X-axis 











ProcessID ow high 
1 0.7963 0.1593 0.7963 0.9204
2 0.5913 0.1183 0.5913 0.9409
3 0.2825 0.0565 0.2825 0.9717
4 0.3112 0.0622 0.3112 0.9689













low medium high 
1 0.6448 0.129 0.6448 0.9355
2 0.6814 0.1363 0.6814 0.9319
3 0.3904 0.0781 0.3904 0.961
4 0.3097 0.0619 0.3097 0.969











low medium high 
1 0.4850 0.097 0.485 0.9515
2 0.5350 0.107 0.535 0.9465
3 0.3954 0.0791 0.3954 0.9605
4 0.2142 0.0428 0.2142 0.9786
5      0.6132 0.1226 0.6132 0.9387
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Table 7.4 shows the degree of mem h  mechanical features on 
the benchmark part.  Mechanical features e art include fillet (FL), 
blends (BL) and chamfer (CF). The m ark 
part were intended for visual inspection only. For mechanical and fine features 
fabricated n different o 0 performed on visual 
inspection curren y based  judg L  
scale of (0 ~ 1) to epresent e corr z b s. 
 
For example considering the mechanic re ‘blends’ (BL) on different processes: 
for SLA it was smooth e ence was iven  
of 10), for DM it appeare ough w i s (  a relative rating of 5), 
for SLS it appeared continuous but n e  rating of 7 was given), 
for LOM it was built but was warpe  
compared to SLS it is given a relative rating of 6.5). Subsequently the scale of (0~10) 
is converted to a scale of (0 ~ 1) to represent the corresponding fuzzy memberships as 
shown in Table 7.4. 
 
Table 7.3 shows the membership values with reference to Figure 7.8 for surface 
roughness measured on the base of the benchmark part. 
 






fine medium rough 
1 0.4 0.996 0.026 0.004 
2 12.1 0.879 0.806 0.121 
3 18.4 0.816 0.960 0.184 
4 2.6 0.974 0.173 0.026 





berships for t e some of the
 on th  benchmark p
echanical and fine features on the benchm
 o  processes the rating is in a scale f 0~1
tl  on ment. ater the scale of (0~10) is converted to a
 r  th esponding fuz y mem ership
al featu
and best out of all the oth r processes (h  g  a rating
 F d r ith sta r step hence given
ot smooth (h nce a relative
d (hence 5.5), for DLS it was close to SLS (but
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Table 7.4.  Memberships for mechanical features 
ProcessID Fillet Chamfer Blends
1 0.9 0.9 1 
2 0.75 0.7 0.7 
3 0.1 0.4 0.5 
4 0.7 0.6 0.55 
5 0.75 0.75 0.65 
 
mbership values of 
e fine features are arrived in a similar way as discussed for mechanical features. For 
l and fine features based one individual's discretion. Note that in 
ture when benchmarking other RP&M processes/ systems a stabilized method for 
rating features based on visual inspection can be accomplished by using a standard 
questionnaire to be filled articipants/ group members. 
Evaluation can then be performed nd nd bas n the utility functions by either 
Table 7.5 shows the degree of membership for the fine features on the benchmark part. 
The fine features include thin walls (TW), thin cylinders (TC) and small holes (SH). 
To differentiate the varied dimensions of the fine features on the benchmark part their 
membership grades are further represented for convenience as Case A (when 
geometric-feature = 0.5mm), Case B (0.5 < geometric-feature <= 1mm diameter) or 
Case C (2 mm >= geometric-feature > 1mm diameter) as can be seen from Table 7.5. 
Freeform features are represented as simple and complex.  The me
th
example considering the case of 0.5 mm small holes built on SLA, on visual inspection 
it is given a relative rating of 8/10 (8 out of 10) as it was the best compared to the other 
processes, for SLS and DLS it is given a rating of 6/10, LOM is given a rating of 3/10 
and FDM is the worst and hence given a rating of 2/10. Table 7.5 shows the 
membership values represented in a scale between 0~1 for all fine features. 
 
Presently the shortcoming with the IDSSSRP is this arbitrary rating of membership 
values for mechanica
fu
by the benchmarking p
 a expa ed ed o
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maximizing, minimizing or averaging the ratings of the participants to arrive at a 
compromise membership value fo vari  fe es





















ProcessID GeoID CaseA CaseB CaseC
1 9 0.8 0.85 0.9 
2 9 0.6 0.7 0.8 
3 9 0.2 0.3 0.5 
 
In the future work, other factors like post-processing, ease of use, etc, cou
fuzzified in the same way as discussed above, in terms of the amount
required. They have been excluded in this thesis because post-processing
captured together with the process benchmarking. In this thesis process benc
was only limited to DLS process as a case study. Hence this lack of data from
processes have exempted post-processing or the ease of use to be currently in
the DSS.  
4 9 0.4 0.5 0.6 
5 9 0.6 0.7 0.8 
1 10 0.8 0.85 0.9 
2 10 0.6 0.7 0.8 
3 10 0.2 0.3 0.5 
4 10 0.3 0.4 0.6 
5 10 0.6 0.7 0.8 
1 11 0.8 0.85 0.9 
2 11 0.6 0.7 0.8 
3 11 0.2 0.3 0.5 
4 11 0.3 0.4 0.6 
5 11 0.6 0.7 0.7 
1 12 0.8 0.85 x 
2 12 0.75 0.65 x 
3 12 0.7 0.75 x 
4 12 0.5 0.4 x 
5 12 0.7 0.6 x 
GeoID GeometricFeatures 
9 Thinwalls (TW) 
10 Thincylinders (TC) 
11 Smallholes (SH) 
12 Freeform (FF) 
CaseA GeoID = 0.5mm  
CaseB 0.5 < GeoID <= 1mm diameter 
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.3.3 Stage 3: Selection of the optimal alternative  
  
This stage represents the decision-making stage. There are different ways for decision 
 et operators like union, intersection, complement, 
pro ct, e i e an nd Zadeh (1970 on is the point 
at which the intersection of fuzzy goal(s) and constraints take the maximum 
me e ax-min approach 
(Zimmerm 87 is fuzzy dec is a c  goals and 
con raint en d e x- in approach be  fuzzy 
decision is the union of the aggregated intersections of goal and constraints. A 
systematic description and classification of prob thods and approaches 
pro sed he a ca .   
 
Note that the intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B, with membership functions µA 
nd µB respectively, is defined as the minimum of the two individual membership 
nctions. This is also called the minimum criterion.  
7
to be made using basic fuzzy s
du tc. Follow ng B llm  a ), the “optimal” decisi
mbership value. This m thod is usually called the m
ann, 19 ). Basically th ision onfluence of
st s, d ote by th  ma m cause it considers that the best
lem types, me
po in t  liter ture n be seen in (Lai et al., 1994)
a
min( , )A B A Bµ µ µ∩ =  fu
 
A fuzzy decision D may be defined as the choice that satisfies both the goals G and the 
constraints C (Klir et al., 1988). Interpreting this as a logical “and”, we can model it 
with the intersection of the fuzzy sets G and C represented by:  
D G C= ∩  
D can be extended to any number of goals and constraints. We can represent the same 
using the classical fuzzy set intersection as: 
( ) min[ ( ), ( )]D G C
 x x xµ µ µ=
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After this fuzzy decision, to choose a ‘best’ single crisp alternative for our case, the 
straightforward way of doing this is to choose the alternative x X∈ that attains the 
maximum grade in D, represented by, 
    max( ) max min[ ( ), ( )]D G Cxx x xµ µ µ=  
We propose to use this max-min approach since it is well known, acceptable and most 
importantly suits our case, where the decision is to select the best RP&M, given a set 
of goal and constraints. In our case the RP&M process that attains the maximum 
membership grade from the intersection of the goals and constraints is regarded as the 
ives. A synopsis of the IDSSSRP fuzzy 
 
zzy methodology 
best-solution choice among the alternat
methodology in presented in Table 7.6 
 
Table 7.6.  Synopsis of the IDSSSRP fu
 
Stages Steps 
1) Problem definition • Define the problem based on the user 





2) Fuzzy Set Evaluation of 
the goals and constraints 





• Map the membership values based on 
the selection of linguistic variable by 
the user (Triangular m
func
3) Selection of the most 
suitable RP&M process 
• Decision-making 
 
The purpose of benchmarking is to offer more consistent and rigorous operating 
conditions in the RP&M industry. As an essential part of the benchmarking exercise to 
offer decision support, the benchmark database and the central knowledge database 
work to complement each other in offering intelligent decision in terms of choosing a 
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ure 7.10 shows the inter-relationship that exists between 
 
The following section demonstrates the IDSSSRP fuzzy methodology in decision 
making in selecting a suitable RP&M process for building a hand phone cover based 
on a set of goals (key identity) and constraints (additional identities) input by the user. 
Currently the benchmark data is limited to the RP&M processes used in this research 
namely, SLA, SLS, FDM, LOM and DLS. 
particular RP&M process. Fig
the two databases and additionally illustrates the generation of the resultant output 
based on a set of conditional inputs (goals/constraints) by the user. The results 
generated are in the order of the best to the least-desired process in realising a 
prototype. This is when the benchmark database is employed to support the decision-
making as discussed earlier. Using the proposed method, more optimal results could be 






Fig 7.10.  Intelligent decision support of RP&M systems 

























In the order of truth value (max. to min)
Example: SLA, SLS, FDM, and LOM.
Process benchmark with suggested
parameters
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selections. Based on this example the goals and constraints will be appropriately 
selected as: ‘high’ overall geometric accuracy, ‘fine’ surface roughness, ‘high’ 
accuracy for overhangs, ‘high’ accuracy for holes, ‘high’ accuracy for slots and 
additionally the condition when thinwalls ‘<= 1mm wall thickness’ and blends ‘yes’.  
 
Fuzzy Set Evaluation of the goals and constraints: 
Based on the above conditions and from the corresponding mapping of the 
membership values of the linguistic variables from benchmarking results (according to 
triangular membership function) the following fuzzy sets are derived.  
7.4 Demonstration of the proposed approach 





Fig 7.11.  A sample part 
Problem definition: The hand phone cover basically consists of the following 
etric features: 1mm thinwall, holes, overhangs, slots and blends. The model is 
used for functional inspection purpose and hence the goals are overall  ‘high’ accuracy 
and ‘fine’ surface finish.  The constraints are ‘high’ accuracy of individual geometric 
features namely holes, overhangs and slots, and capability to build thinwalls and 
blends. For the web-based system, the requirements will be input in the form of a 
questionnaire (shown in Figure 7.12) from which the user makes appropriate 
 114





Fig 7.12.   RP&M decision support system questionaire 
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The corresponding fuzzy set for the first goal of overall geometric_accuracy on the X-
axis is represented by the following set: 
 
Xgeometric_accuracy = FuzzySet [{1, 0.920}, {2, 0.941}, {3, 0.970}, {4, 0.968}, {5, 0.942},  
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]      ----------------------   (1) 
 
where the Universal Space U, represents the set of RP&M processes: U= {SLA (1), 
SLS (2), FDM (3), LOM (4), DLS (5)}. Since the user requirement is a ‘high’ overall 
geometric accuracy, the corresponding membership values are extracted from Table 
7.2 (marked in bold) as 0.920 for SLA, 0.941 for SLS, 0.970 for FDM, 0.968 for LOM 
and 0.942 for DLS.  
Fuzzy sets for geometric accuracy on the Y and Z-axis are represented as: 
Ygeometric_accuracy = FuzzySet [{1, 0.935}, {2, 0.931}, {3, 0.961}, {4, 0.969}, {5, 0.936},  
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]      ----------------------   (2) 
 
Zgeometric_accuracy = FuzzySet [{1, 0.951}, {2, 0.946}, {3, 0.960}, {4, 0.978}, {5, 0.938},  
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]      ----------------------   (3) 
 
The second goal of surface_roughness is represented by the following fuzzy set in a 
similar manner as discussed above:  
 
surface_roughness  = FuzzySet [{1, 0.996}, {2, 0.879}, {3, 0.816}, {4, 0.974}, {5, 0.899}, 
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]-------------------   (4) 
 
Based on the user choice of a ‘fine’ overall surface roughness, the corresponding 
membership grades are extracted from Table 7.3 (marked in bold) as 0.996 for SLA, 
0.879 for SLS, 0.816 for FDM, 0.974 for LOM and 0.899 for DLS. 
 
Fuzzy set for the constraint ‘high’ accuracy of holes can be represented by the 
following set:  
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holes = FuzzySet [{1, 0.991}, {2, 0.905}, {3, 0.997}, {4, 0.986}, {5, 0.900}, 
1, 5}]---------------------   (5) 
rom
extracted as 0.991 fo or LOM and 0.9 for 
DLS. 
Similarly the fuzzy sets for constraints of ‘high’ accuracy for overhangs and slots 
(marked in bold, Table 7.1) are summarized respectively as follows: 
 
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]-----------------   (6) 
Fuzzy set for the con
thinwalls = FuzzySet [{1, 0.85}, { , 0.7}, {3, 0.3}, {4, 0.5}, {5, 0.7}, 
Based on the user req es based on Case B 
he fuzzy set for inclusion of blends as a constraint is represented as: 
 
blends = , 0.65}, 
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]--------------   (9) 
 
Universal Space --- {
F  Table 7.1 the corresponding membership values for ‘high’ accuracy of holes are 
r SLA, 0.905 for SLS, 0.997 for FDM, 0.986 f
overhangs = FuzzySet [{1, 0.984}, {2, 0.953}, {3, 0.985}, {4, 0.968}, {5, 0.958}, 
 
slots = FuzzySet [{1, 0.995}, {2, 0.937}, {3, 0.995}, {4, 0.985}, {5, 0.894}, 
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]---------------   (7) 
straint ‘thinwalls’ is represented as: 
2
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]---------------   (8) 
uirement the corresponding membership grad
(i.e. 0.5 < thinwalls<= 1mm wall thickness) as shown in Table 7.5 (marked in bold) 
will be chosen. 
T
 FuzzySet [{1, 1}, {2, 0.7}, {3, 0.5}, {4, 0.55}, {5
 
The corresponding memberships grades for blends are extracted from Table 7.4 
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election of the most suitable RP&M process: 
With all the goals and criteria rep
 
on aforementioned example, considering the intersection of the fuzzy sets 
 (decision) set is 
presented by the following fuzzy set: 
process_selection = intersection [Xgeometric_accuracy, Ygeometric_accuracy, Zgeometric_accuracy 
surface_roughness, holes, overhangs, slots, thinwalls, blends ]   
 
i.e., process_selection = FuzzySet [{1, 0.85}, {2, 0.7}, {3, 0.3}, {4, 0.5}, {5, 0.65}, 
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]     ----------------------  (10) 
inimum of their respective 
individual membership grades of the five processes from eqs.1 – 9, i.e., 
3 is the min (0.971, 0.961, 0.960, 0.816, 0.997, 0.995, 0.985, 0.3, 0.5), 
, 0.55),  
For DLS 0.65 is the min (0.942, 0.936, 0.938, 0.899, 0.9, 0.894, 0.958, 0.7, 0.65) 
The final decision for the crisp alternate from this fuzzy set is, 
Optimal process_selection = max [{1, 0.85}, {2, 0.7}, {3, 0.3}, {4, 0.5}, {5, 0.65}] 
We now look for the maximum membership grade to decide which process best 
satisfies our goals and constraints. For the hand phone cover, we see that process 1, i.e. 
SLA (with µ= 0.85) appears to be the best choice, followed by SLS, DLS, LOM and 
FDM. Figure 7.13 shows the fuzzy graphical plot on choice of the RP&M processes 
S
resented as fuzzy sets, we next use the standard 
intersection operation. As mentioned earlier the intersection operation takes into
consideration the constraints and goals to arrive at the best overall decision. 
Based 
(eqs.1-9), each intersection element takes the least degree of membership among the 
sets to form the intersection set. Accordingly, the process_selection
re
 
The values 0.85, 0.7, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.65 (eq.10) are the m
 
For SLA 0.85 is the min (0.920, 0.935, 0.951, 0.996, 0.991, 0.995, 0.984, 0.85, 1), 
For SLS 0.7 is the min (0.940, 0.931, 0.946, 0.879, 0.905, 0.937, 0.953, 0.7, 0.7), 
For FDM 0.
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n the web the user will be directed to based on the process_selection in this example. O
the details of the process with the maximum membership but he can also choose to 























.13.  RP&M process selection based on the user inpuFig 7 t 
Implemented as a web- m of if-
then statements to access the benchmark data to make decisions. All these rules form 














 If ov ric_accuracy ‘
high s accuracy ‘
high  ‘yes’ then
sele tric_accuracy,
Zgeometric_accuracy, surface_roughness, overhangs, holes, slots, thin_walls, blends]} 
erall Xgeometric_accuracy ‘ high’ and Ygeometric_accuracy ‘ high’ and Zgeomet
’ and overall surface_roughness ‘fine’ and overhangs accuracy ‘ high’ and hole
’ and slots accuracy‘ high’ and thin_walls ‘<= 1mm wall thickness’ and blends
ct_ process max (intersection [Xgeometric_accuracy Ygeomeap shots of the web–based decision-suppo ple is rt system based on this exam
esented in the following section. Note that a change in the selection criteria (goals 
d constraints) will correspondingly change the resultant output. In future as the 
tabase expands, the various fuzzy functional representations can be studied for 
riations in the resultant output.  
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ser. On the web, the user could be provided with some 
guidance to make decision and also directed to details of particular processes.  In the 
future work it will be very useful to the user if factors like post-processing or the ease 
of use could be captured during process benchmarking and included in the DSS. The 
time and cost incurred should also be captured for use in the DSS based on the 
different materials used in different systems.  
 
Web–based IDSSSRP decision-support system  
 
1) Select the levels of the goals, geometric accuracy and surface roughness based on 
 
 
Fig 7.14.  Overall geometric accuracy and surface finish 
 
It should be noted that it might not be always necessary to suggest the best alterative, 
although it implies that a higher value will be an appropriate alternative based on the 
selections made by the u
the hand phone cover. 







Desired surface roughness 
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2) Select the desired mechanical properties and the individual geometric features in 
the model as shown in Figure 7.15. 
In this example there is no preference for the mechanical properties and hence ‘No 
Preference’ is selected. As of now, the mechanical properties are muted in the website 
because benchmarking work based on mechanical properties are yet to carried out. 
Corresponding level of the various constraints for individual geometric features are 
appropriately selected. Note that it is not mandatory to make all sections. Only 
selections made will be considered for decisio
 
 
Mechanical properties and accuracy of individual geometric features 
nute/ delicate feature if any like thin walls, small holes, etc., and 
ends, etc., as shown in Figure 7.16 
Fig 7.15.  
 
3) Select mi








Fig 7.16.  Minute and mechanical features 
 
For the hand phone cover, appropriate selections include, thin wall about 1mm wall 
thickness and the inclusion of blends. 
4) The IDSSSRP system decision output: 
 
Fig 7.17.  The output of the benchmarking decision support system 
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With the selections made the results are now generated according to the decision 
function based on the membership values of the linguistic variables selected. Higher 
the output value greater is the preference. Figure 7.17 shows the snapshot of the 
decision support output. The order of optimal preference of the RP&M processes for 
building the hand phone cover: SLA, SLS, DLS, LOM and FDM. 
 
5) Select the corresponding best RP&M process suggested or browse the others. 
We select SLA since it has the highest rating with a value of 0.85. The details on the 
particular RP&M process can further be generated as shown in Figure 7.18. Note that 
appropriate decisions can be ma  the selection criteria 
om the questionnaire. 
de accordingly with a change in
fr
 
Fig 7.18.  Details of the RP&M process (SLA) 
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 example, from the 
uestionnaire, the goals and constraints will be appropriately selected as: ‘medium’ 
overall geometric accuracy, ‘fine’ surface roughness, ‘medium’ accuracy for 
overhangs, ‘medium’ accuracy for holes, ‘medium’ accuracy for slots and additionally 
the condition when thinwalls ‘<= 1mm wall thickness’ and blends ‘yes’. 
 
 set for the first goal of overall geometric_accuracy on the X-
axis is represented by th
 
 
Xgeometric_accuracy = Fu 0.3112}, {5, 0.5723},  
where the Universal Sp : U= {SLA (1), 
ent is a ‘medium’ 
overall geom mbership values are extracted from 
Table 7.2 as 0.7963 for SLA, 0.5913 for SL nd 
0.5723 for DLS.  
Fuzzy sets for geom esented as: 
Ygeometric_accuracy = Fu 0.3097}, {5, 0.6324},  
Zgeometric_accuracy = Fu 2142}, {5, 0.6132},  
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]      ----------------------   (3) 
Example 2:  
Considering the same hand phone cover with a different set of requirements: 
The goals are overall ‘medium’ accuracy and ‘medium’ surface finish.  The constraints 
are ‘medium’ accuracy of individual geometric features namely holes, overhangs and 
slots, and capability to build thinwalls and blends. Based on this
q
The corresponding fuzzy
e following set: 
zzySet [{1, 0.7963}, {2, 0.5913}, {3, 0.2825}, {4, 
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]      ----------------------   (1) 
 
ace U, represents the set of RP&M processes
SLS (2), FDM (3), LOM (4), DLS (5)}. Since the user requirem
etric accuracy, the corresponding me
S, 0.2825 for FDM, 0.3112 for LOM a
etric accuracy on the Y and Z-axis are repr
zzySet [{1, 0.6448}, {2, 0.6814}, {3, 0.3904}, {4, 
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]      ----------------------   (2) 
 
zzySet [{1, 0.485}, {2, 0.535}, {3, 0.3954}, {4, 0.
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The second goal of surface_roughness is represented by: 
 
 the following 
set:  
9905}, {3, 0.02}, {4, 0.1813}, {5, 0.9933}, 
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]---------------------   (5) 
rom Table 7.1 the corresponding membership values for ‘medium’ accuracy of holes 
are extracted as 0.0708 for SLA, 0.9905 for SLS, 0.02 for FDM, 0.1813 for LOM and 
0.9933 for DLS. 
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]-----------------   (6) 
 
}, 
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]---------------   (7) 
Fuzzy set for the constraint ‘t
thinwalls = FuzzySet [{1, 0.85}, { , 0.7}, {3, 0.3}, {4, 0.5}, {5, 0.7}, 
 
surface_roughness = FuzzySet [{1, 0.0267}, {2, 0.8067}, {3, 0.96}, {4, 0.1733}, {5, 0.6733}, 
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]-------------------   (4) 
 
Based on the user choice of a ‘medium’ overall surface roughness, the corresponding 
membership grades are extracted from Table 7.3 as 0.0267 for SLA, 0.8067 for SLS, 
0.96 for FDM, 0.1733 for LOM and 0.6733 for DLS. 
 
Fuzzy set for the constraint ‘medium’ accuracy of holes is represented by
 
holes = FuzzySet [{1, 0.0708}, {2, 0.
F
Similarly the fuzzy sets for constraints of ‘medium’ accuracy for overhangs and slots 
(Table 7.1) are summarized respectively as follows: 
 
overhangs = FuzzySet [{1, 0.0492}, {2, 0.6225}, {3, 0.045}, {4, 0.1487}, {5, 0.9941}, 
slots = FuzzySet [{1, 0.1525}, {2, 0.47}, {3, 0.1431}, {4, 0.3183}, {5, 0.0.416
hinwalls’ is represented as: 
2
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]---------------   (8) 
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ased on the user requirement the corresponding membership grades based on Case B 
(i.e. 0.5 < thinwalls<= 1mm wall thickness) as shown in Table 7.5 will be chosen. 
The f
 
blends = FuzzySet [{1, 1}, {2, 0. }, {3, 0.5}, {4, 0.55}, {5, 0.65}, 
process_selection = intersection [Xgeometric_accuracy, Ygeometric_accuracy, Zgeometric_accuracy 
thinwalls, blends ]   
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]     ----------------------   (10) 
he values 0.0267, 0.47, 0.02, 0.1487 and 0.416 (eq.10) are the minimum of their 
respective individual membership grades of the five processes from eqs.1 – 9, i.e., 
min (0.2825, 0.3904, 0.3954, 0.96, 0.02, 0.045, 0.1431, 0.3, 0.5), 
For DLS 0.416 is the min (0.5723, 0.6324, 0.6132, 0.6733, 0.9933, 0.9941, 0.416, 0.7, 0.65) 
 a crisp alternate from this fuzzy set is required, 
 
Optimal_process_selec , 0.1487}, {5, 0.416}] 
 
Figure 7.19 shows the fuzzy graphical plot 
 
B
uzzy set for inclusion of blends as a constraint is represented as: 
7
Universal Space --- {1, 5}]--------------   (9) 
 
surface_roughness, holes, overhangs, slots, 
 
i.e., process_selection = FuzzySet [{1, 0.0267}, {2, 0.47}, {3, 0.02}, {4, 0.1487}, {5, 0.416}, 
T
 
For SLA 0.0267 is the min (0.7963, 0.6448, 0.485, 0.0267, 0.0708, 0.0492, 0.1525, 0.85, 1), 
For SLS 0.47 is the min (0.5913, 0.6814, 0.535, 0.8067, 0.9905, 0.6225, 0.47, 0.7, 0.7), 
For FDM 0.02 is the 
For LOM 0.1487 is the min (0.3112, 0.3097, 0.2142, 0.1733, 0.1813, 0.1487, 0.3183, 0.5, 0.55),  
 
If
tion = max [{1, 0.0267}, {2, 0.47}, {3, 0.02}, {4
on choice of the RP&M processes based on 
the process_selection in this example. 
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In this case, we see that SLS (with µ= ppears to be closest 
choices based on the selection, followed by LOM, SLA and FDM. This demonstrates 




.5 System Architecture of a Web-based IDSSSRP 
Figure 7.20 presents the overall implementation architecture for a web-based 
IDSS ood 
rom its breakdown into the following modules namely: Front end and Back end. 
Fig 7.19.  Fuzzy graphical plot of process_selection 
 
0.47) followed by DLS a
considered will to some degree (membership value) be a choice for th
requirements. But it implies that higher the membership value indicates clos
the user’s choice. 
 
7
SRP. The implementation/ cause of the RP&M DSS could be better underst
f
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  User Interface
Front End
User Registration
















services to the end user, accessing the WWW from his/her desktop. From the web page 
the user can manually browse through the databases for information, register or 
alternatively get interactive support in selecting a particular RP&M process based on 
his/her requirements. The front end supports two forms of user interactivity. The first 
one functions basically as a database search for the machine/ materials based on the 
 
Fig 7.20.  Main Modules in the system architecture for a web-based IDSSSRP 
Front End: 
The front end, basically hosts the website on a WWW which provides a wide rang
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input from the user. The queries include details like the function of the prototype, the 
state of the material preferred (liquid, solid, powder), the type of preferred machine to 
be used and so on. The second one is based on the RP&M benchmarking and fuzzy 
methodology discussed previously in this chapter.   
 
Back End:  
The back end basically consists of implementation of the entire system: hardware, 
software, software tools and soft computing. The hardware consists of the server 
/computer that host the databases and other IDSSSRP services on the WWW.  
 
7.5.1 Organization of the databases  
 
All relevant RP&M information are organised and stored in the Access database as 
tables. As mentioned earlier the basic organization consists of two main databases, 
RP&M knowledge database and the RP&M benchmark database. Figure 7.21 shows 
the organization of the appropriate tables in the two databases. 
RP&M knowledge database 
 
he RP&M knowledge database is the central repository that stores general 
in M 
stems based on those processes and also the various materials that are 
T
formation of the RP&M industry. It contains information about the different RP&
processes, sy
used in the various process/systems for the realization of the prototypes. In addition it 
also includes information on service bureau for various prototyping tasks. The 
knowledge database is designed to have four tables to provide storage for RP&M 
information. The four tables are:  RP&M machines, RP&M material, RP&M 
applications and additionally with a table for RP&M user. The structure of each table 
is shown in the Appendix 3 (Tables A3.1- A3.4). 
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Fig 7.21.  RP&M database architecture 
etailed information of the RP&M materials available 
Machine table: This table stores information of the RP&M systems available for 
corresponding RP&M processes. These information have been collected over time 
from the web, manuals, technical reports like Wohlers, site visits, vendor registration 
















Material table: This table stores d
for the various RP&M processes and the systems based on those processes. Table A3.1 
(Appendix 3) presents the detailed structure of the Material table in the RP&M 
knowledge repository.  
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This table stores all the information of the RP&M applications 
ased on the RP&M processes, systems based on those processes and the 
orresponding RP&M materials. Table A3.3 (Appendix 3) shows the structure of the 
pplication table. 
User table: This table is a general basic table for access level and security in the 
RP&M decision support web for registered users. As can be seen from the table 
structure, all relevant information pertaining to the user is captured and stored. Table 
A3.4 (Appendix 3) shows the structure of the users table in the knowledge repository. 
P&M benchmarking database 
Benchmarked database is the collection of vital and assorted information that is 
obtained through benchmarking. This m can be an independent one or can 
alternatively form a core part of the central knowledge database. This database 
basically offers decision support with info mation that is obtained by benchmarking 
and standardizations. ation of benchmarking 
the benchmarks and the corresponding database could be 
ontinuously evolving based on the progress of the industry and technology and should 
f fuzzy membership values, linguistic terms or information are organized in 
appropriate tables namely geometric features, mechanical features, fine features, 








As of now this database only holds inform
case studies pertaining to this research. But in future the database is expected to grow 
simultaneously with new studies and experiments. The benchmarks may be subjected 
to continuous improvement in accordance to the industrial best practices and 
technology. Therefore 
c
be updated where necessary. 
 
RP&M benchmarking database accommodates the information on the data obtained 
from measurements from various RP&M processes through benchmarking. The data in 
the form o
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 by accessing appropriate tables in the database. 
7.5.2 Implementation of the web-based IDSSSRP 
RP&M databases: Many database systems are commercially available in the market 
such as Oracle, SQL, Sybase, etc. These are full and powerful database servers. These 
are especially suitable if we have a large amount of information to be kept, because 
 terms of speed and have multi-user capabilities. 
t to the user. It is a server-side scripting technology for 
uilding web pages that are both dynamic and interactive. Typically, the web server 
uses input received from the user to access data from the database and then builds or 
customizes the page before sending it back to the requestor. Microsoft recommends the 
mechanical properties and corresponding process benchmarks.  Tables A3.5 - A3.9 in 
the Appendix 3 show the various table structures that form the RP&M benchmarking 




these systems’ engines are superior in
In our case we chose the simpler but more efficient Microsoft Access 2000 for our 
database design, instead of Oracle or SQL Server due to the ease of use and the 
relatively smaller size of our database.  
 
Web-based design tools: We have in general used Active Server Page (ASP) for 
implementing the web based decision support system apart from Hyper Text 
Manipulation Language (HTML).  The IDSSSRP website map is presented in Figure 
7.22. The problem with static HTML is that it is a one-way communication. There is 
no way to send information back to a web server. ASP is an HTML page that includes 
one or more scripts (small embedded programs) that are processed on a Microsoft web 
server before the page is sen
b
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Fig 7.22.  IDSSSRP website map 
Fig 7.23.  Web-based IDSSSRP decision support systems 
use of the server-side ASP rather than a client-side script wherever possible, because 












atabase. RP&M database becomes useful to an experienced user if he has prior 
knowledge to RP&M machines, materials and applications. He can browse to select 
suitable machines, and corresponding available materials based on his applications. 
achine based 
apping 
ase. RP&M database decision support 
functions basically as a database search fo ials based on the input 
from the user. The queries include details like the function of the prototype, the state of 
the material preferred (liquid, solid, powder), the type of preferred machine to be used 
and so on. RP&M benchmarks decision support is based on the knowledge of 
fabrication of RP&M benchmark parts. Based on this research the IDSSSRP offers 
etric benchmark part on 
selected RP&M processes like SLA, SLS, FDM, LOM and DLS.  
Figure 7.23 presents a snap shot of the main page of the web based rapid prototyping 
decision support systems and Figure 7.24 presents a snap shot for b
d
Fig 7.24.  RP&M database snapshot 
RP&M database decision support helps the user to select a RP&M m
on a set of questions. The query is then processed to find the corresponding m
of the machines/ material
 
s from the datab
r the machine/ mater
fuzzy decision support based on the fabrication of a geom
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 based on a 
st suitable 
process th ts. 
an in 
approximate decisions be further extended to 
weighting coefficients (Zimmermann, 1987; Klir, 1988). World Wide Web has created 
benchmarking to RP&M decision-makers. Client-server architecture/ networks permit 
 
The implemented web-based IDSSSRP system aims to provide information on RP&M 
machines, materials, applications and follow-up processes, while supporting decision 
making to find the best RP&M process to manufacture a physical or prototype model. 
Such web-based decision support systems enable the RP&M users worldwide to have a 
common gateway to all RP&M related endeavors. 
Summary 
A web-based integrated decision support system, IDSSSRP, is presented from 
arking of RP&M processes and more importantly to enable the benchm
data to be used for decision support. A web accessible, IDSSSRP is imple
which can either suggest to the RP&M users the information on a system
particular process or provide him with relevant information of the mo
at can help him to realize prototypes according to his goals and constrain
The use of the fuzzy approach would make more sense in mimicking the hum
. In future the fuzzy model can also 
accommodate relative importance of the various goals and constraints by the use of 
a major opportunity to deliver more quantitative and qualitative information through 
centralized data storage and control information more easily and thus ease information 
distribution in a timely manner to end-users who need it.  
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Chapter 8   Conclusions 
 
 
RP&M benchmarking aims to facilitate decision-making to identify and determine a 
suitable RP&M process or system for the fabrication of a RP&M part that meets 
specific requirements. In this thesis standardisation issues are presented and discussed 
with regard to appropriate geometric benchmarks and the process benchmarks.  The 
geometric or mechanical benchmarks can be suitably fabricated by different RP&M 
processes and inspected/tested through best practices or controlled procedures defined 
by the process benchmarks. The results captured and stored in a central database can 
be accessed by an appropriate RP&M decision support system to determine suitable 
RP&M machines, materials and processes to meet specific requirements. It can be 
web-based and provide additional information on suitable vendors. An RP&M website 




Fig 8.1.  Methodology  in a nutshell 
 
 
Figure 8.1 illustrates the three main modules of RP&M benchmarking, six-sigma tools 
and decision support systems for the implementation of the proposed methodology in 
RP&M benchmarking. Presently, process benchmarking has been carried out on a set 
of commonly used RP&M processes. Other RP&M processes/systems can be similarly 
benchmarked by the proposed approach to capture data for use in the RP&M decision 
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support system. Apart from a web-based decision support system the database can also 
aid the user/ operator to select the material, machine parameters and standardized 





The main contributions from this research on RP&M benchmarking are:  
 
• A proposed approach towards generic benchmark parts and procedures 
• Design of a geometric benchmark part for performance evaluation of selected 
RP&M processes 
• Adoption of six-sigma tools for RP&M process benchmarking and a proposed 
framework for the process benchmarking methodology  
• Application to common RP&M processes based on the proposed geometric and 
process benchmarking methodology 
• Developments and implementation of a Web-based IDSSSRP using a fuzzy 
approach for decision making (http://lcel.eng.nus.edu.sg/wbrpdss/) 
 
 
8.2 Scope of further research 
Future work recommended is the investigation of individual process benchmarks for 
more RP&M processes based on the fabrication of appropriate benchmark parts. A 
wider range of sigma tools can also be explored for RP&M process characterization 
and optimization. Benchmark parts have to be fabricated using various materials 
available for the process/ system under consideration. Thus, it may not be easy to 
identify all individual RP&M process benchmarks based on the geometric and 
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mechanical benchmark parts, as benchmarking is time-consuming and resource 
intensive. Hence an alternative approach will be to collaborate by dividing the 
benchmarking works between universities, RP&M companies and bureau services. All 
information can be later uploaded and shared through the web.  
 
Proposed Collaborative Framework: 
A possible collaboration is illustrated in Fig 8.2 where universities, industries, bureau 
services, research centers, etc. work together or individually, but share information on 
a centralized server for decision support. In this way, the workload is distributed 
among collaborative partners.  Such distributive collaborative framework makes more 
feasible RP&M benchmarking. 
 
The central server can be hosted by one of the collaborative partners (say at the 
National University of Singapore). The server allows upload and download of RP&M 
related information. The benchmark part in the form of CAD files in STL format and 
benchmarking procedure/ methodology in the form of help file, can be easily 
downloaded from the server. The co-operating partners can then fabricate the 
benchmark part following a developed standardized procedure and then upload the 
measurement results on to the central server via a webpage in a standard format. This 
ensures uniformity and usability of the information shared.  As the database grows, 
decision support can be offered for a wide range of RP&M processes/ systems as 
discussed in Chapter 7. A method for mapping membership functions and rules that 
produces a reliable system output can be further investigated by using principles of 
probabilistic expert system from information collected through questionnaires filled by 
the benchmarking participants.  
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Fig 8.2.  Proposed collaborative framework 
The web-based RP&M decision support system can provide facilities for information 
storage and updates. After the successful identification of all the benchmarks, a 
complete web-accessible decision support system could help in offering advice based 
on the database of RP&M benchmarking. In the future work, other factors like post-
processing, ease of use, etc, could also be fuzzified in the same way as described in 
this thesis, in terms of the amount of effort required. As the RP&M database expands 
in size and depth, the various functional representations in using the fuzzy approach 
can be investigated for variations in the resultant output for decision-making.  
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Table A1.1. Geometric feature measurements 
Geometric 
Features 
SLA SLS FDM LOM 
CH 1 DM 10.0833 
RD  0.0042 
DM 8.9668 
RD  0.3907 
DM 10.0024 
RD   0.0073 
DM 9.9089 
RD  0.0391 
CH 2 DM 10.0950 
RD  0.0038 
DM  8.9725 
RD  0.2037 
DM 9.9759 
RD  0.0821 
DM 9.9204 
RD  0.0108 
CH 3 DM 10.0765 
RD  0.0066 
DM  8.9881 
RD   0.1857 
DM 10.0030 
RD  0.0333 
DM  9.8299 
RD  0.0484 
CH 4 DM  10.0920 
RD  0.0083 
DM  9.2271 
RD   0.2356 
DM 10.0055 
RD  0.0085 
DM  9.8783 
RD   0.0476 
CR 1 DM  10.0621 
RD  0.0297 
DM  9.2545 
RD   0.2900 
DM  9.9803 
RD   0.0069 
DM  9.8214 
RD   0.0027 
CR 2 DM   10.0609 
RD    0.0029 
DM  8.8200 
RD   0.4012 
DM  9.9582 
RD   0.0048 
DM  9.8079 
RD   0.0098 
CR 3 DM  10.0771 
RD    0.0102 
DM   8.8254 
RD    0.3126 
DM 10.0122 
RD  0.0095 
DM  9.7998 
RD   0.0290 
CR 4 DM  10.0833 
RD    0.0184 
DM  8.7569 
RD  0.2690 
DM 10.0063 
RD   0.0106 
DM  9.8457 
RD   0.0122 
CR 5 DM  15.1281 
RD   0.0055 
DM  14.0473 
RD   0.2611 
DM  15.0151 
RD   0.0518 
DM  14.8728 
RD   0.0062 
SP 1 DM 14.8131 
SPR 0.0167 






































SC 2 DM 4.5793 
CYN 1.1759 














SC 4 DM 8.4497 
CYN 1.9517 














SC 6 DM  3.9235 
CYN 1.3723 
DM  4.5556 
CYN 1.6636 
DM  3.3157 
CYN 1.8819 
DM  3.5200 
CYN 2.3731 



































                                                                                                                      Appendix 1 
 
Index: DM: Diameter, RD: Roundness, CYN: Cylindricity, SPR: Spherity, CON: 
Concity, FLT: Flatness, CCN: Concentricity, SQR: Squareness, PAR: Parallelism, 
ANG: Min.Angularity 
Table A1.2. Relative measurements   
Relative 
Measurements 
SLA SLS FDM LOM 
Distance: HS 1 
               HS 2 
                 SB 
61.4881x 60.5284 
25.1545 x 25.1210 
170.1038x170.3304









Flatness:  SB 
















































































Roundness is like profile of a line except that the curve is closed to itself. Flatness is 
the three-dimensional equivalent of straightness. Cylindricity is the three-dimensional 
equivalent of roundness. Concentricity is a tolerance where the axis of a feature is 
required to be coaxial to a specified datum regardless of the datum’s and the features 
size. Parallelism is a tolerance, which controls independent surfaces and axes, which 
are to be equal distances from a datum plane or axis. Perpendicularity is a tolerance, 
which controls surfaces and axes, which are 90 degrees from the datum axis. 
Angularity is the tolerance of an axis surface, or centre plane at a specified angle from 
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Table A1.3. The dimensional error of the various features on the benchmark part 
 
 
Dimensional error (deviation) Geometric 
feature 

















SP1 0.1391 0.1636 0.1025 0.0788 0.0898 0.0744 0.0787 0.0942 0.1493
SP2 0.0022 0.0925 0.0427 0.037 0.0112 0.0823 0.0369 0.0245 0.0256
SP3 0.1245 0.1928 0.1659 0.1572 0.0908 0.1214 0.1252 0.1599 0.1218
SP4 0.0834 0.1094 0.0875 0.0685 0.0679 0.0631 0.0548 0.0603 0.0602
CR1 0.1385 0.1298 0.1851 0.1318 0.1257 0.1422 0.1356 0.162 0.1486
CR2 0.1442 0.1159 0.148 0.1276 0.1171 0.1515 0.1246 0.1265 0.1626
CR3 0.1456 0.1272 0.1412 0.1366 0.1263 0.1394 0.1119 0.16 0.1691
CR4 0.1536 0.1362 0.2187 0.1405 0.131 0.1534 0.1142 0.1721 0.1578
CR5 0.1232 0.1126 0.1300 0.109 0.1043 0.1182 0.1023 0.1272 0.1398
CH1 0.1230 0.1127 0.1261 0.1115 0.1068 0.1110 0.1015 0.1257 0.1292
CH2 0.1346 0.1397 0.1585 0.1224 0.1292 0.1310 0.1229 0.1514 0.1486
CH3 0.138 0.1412 0.1636 0.1496 0.1449 0.1555 0.1324 0.1652 0.1432
CH4 0.1275 0.1421 0.1723 0.1518 0.1389 0.1701 0.14 0.1722 0.1391
SC1 0.0365 0.0441 0.0749 0.0388 0.0165 0.1691 0.0992 0.1158 0.0493
HC1 0.0411 0.0663 0.0952 0.0655 0.0838 0.1414 0.1265 0.1222 0.0541
CN1 0.0889 0.0361 0.0587 0.019 0.0022 0.0015 0.0982 0.0119 0.0889
SC2 0.0567 0.0623 0.0056 0.0643 0.1116 0.0881 0.1474 0.2224 0.0662
HC2 0.0302 0.124 0.1279 0.1234 0.1619 0.1725 0.1725 0.1995 0.0592
CN1 0.0092 0.0094 0.0313 0.0579 0.0865 0.0266 0.0146 0.0246 0.0374
SC3 0.0531 0.0336 0.0014 0.0939 0.0951 0.0841 0.0441 0.0533 0.0683
Relational measurements 
HS1 (60) 0.0436 0.0418 0.0473 0.0424 0.0445 0.0439 0.0722 0.0469 X 
HS2 (25) 0.0206 0.0234 0.0256 0.0192 0.0205 0.0193 0.0256 0.0235 X 
HS1 (60) 0.0654 0.0641 0.0658 0.0634 0.0605 0.069 0.0643 0.0665 X 
HS2 (25) 0.0259 0.026 0.0313 0.0185 0.0271 0.0226 0.0234 0.0234 X 
SB 0.0326 0.0348 0.0394 0.0315 0.0412 0.0478 0.0423 0.0358 0.0311
Symmetry SP 0.0495 0.0515 0.0502 0.05 0.0501 0.0516 X 0.0498 0.0504
SP 0.0563 0.0558 0.0549 0.0519 0.0517 0.0554 X 0.0519 X 
Perpendicularity 0.0812 0.042 0.2464 0.2934 0.3802 0.0064 0.0846 0.0533 X 
Perpendicularity 0.2732 0.0534 0.0811 0.173 0.2245 0.0342 0.0336 0.112 X 
Parallelism 0.2396 0.1825 0.3041 0.4261 0.3668 0.5343 0.2164 0.4475 X 
Parallelism 0.4609 0.3226 0.5133 0.2841 0.4248 0.1871 0.2487 0.2016 X 
Coaxiality 0.0041 0.0141 0.0124 0.0209 0.0067 0.0542 0.0239 0.0625 X 
Coaxiality 0.3047 X 0.2657 0.2998 0.307 X X X X 
Angularity 0.0045 0.0123 0.0012 0.0017 0.0085 0.0218 0.0021 0.0059 0.0042
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Table A1.4.  Accuracy details of a fabricated GBP before the implementation 
of the proposed approach 
 
Accuracy details 
Actual measured dimensions 
(mm) Error (deviation) 
STL file 
dimensions 
(mm) X-axis Y-axis X-axis Y-axis 
170 161.425 163.34 0.0504 0.0392 
60 57.076 58.220 0.0487 0.0455 
25 24.205 24.306 0.0318 0.0277 
15 15.210 15.407 0.0140 0.0271 




Table A1.5.  Accuracy details of a fabricated GBP after the implementation 




Actual measured dimensions 
(mm) Error (deviation) 
STL file 
dimensions 
(mm) X-axis Y-axis X-axis Y-axis 
170 170.1020 170.1620 0.0006 0.0095 
60 60.1840 60.2250 0.0030 0.0036 
25 25.2620 25.2820 0.0104 0.0112 
15 15.1020 15.1465 0.0068 0.0097 
Note: Desired accuracy could be obtained from post-processing 

















































Fig A2.1.  SLA – Warpage measurement 
















Fig A2.2. LOM – Warpage measurement 
















Fig A2.3. FDM – Warpage measurement 
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Fig A2.4. 1st SLS part- Warpage measurement 
 


















Fig A2.5. 2nd SLS part – Warpage measurement 
 
Table A2.1.  Process planning in rapid prototyping 
X- Input Variables Process Y-Output Variables 
Conceptual design Product Design Ease of prototyping 
The designer Design Software Quality of the file 
Design representation Data exchange format Qualitative representation 
Mode of file transfer Data export Integrity of file information 
Purpose of the prototype Choice of an RP process Appropriate RP methods 
Purpose of the prototype Material based on the Process Appropriate RP methods 
Size, accuracy, surface 
finish, etc. 
Compatibility Prototype quality 
System setting Optimized parameters Prototype quality 
Operator, RP system 
settings 
Process of Fabrication (Benchmarked 
Procedure) 
Prototype quality 
Operator, System, etc. Safety procedures General quality of work 
Material and RP process 
based 
Post processing Prototype quality 
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Table A2.2.  Characteristics of the material used in the experiment 
 
Type Nylon plastic polymer 
Size of the powder particles 100µm 
Recommended preheating temperature 60°C 




Table A2.3.  Relative rating of the base plates used 
Base plates Steel Aluminium Polymer Wood 
Resistance to temperature Very good Good Poor Good 
Bonding of base layers to the plate Very poor Poor Good Very good 






a. steel b. aluminium 
c. polymer d. wood 
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Table A2.4.  Undesirable end-results and errors in the DLS process  
 
Undesirable results 
Influence during fabrication process 
Warpage Serious effect-temperature dependant  
Delamination Serious effect- temperature, layer thickness, laser power dependant
Surface Roughness Serious effect-controlled by optimized parameter setting 
Shrinkage Serious effect- material dependant 
Errors 
Laser beam error Laser compensations if needed 
System set up error Optimized setting of the system in general 
Post processing error Based on the post processing methods 
 
  
Fig A2.7. CMM measurements 
 






Main Effects Plots- Data means for dimensional error 
Preferred settings 
of control factors 
based on the 
analysis 




PBT: 35 C 
LP: 20 W 
LT: 0.2 mm 
SS: 1200 mm/s 
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PBT: 35 C 
LP: 20 W 
LT: 0.2 mm 











PBT: 35 C 
LP: 20 W 













PBT: 35 C 
LP: 20 W 
LT: 0.15 mm 













LP: 25 W 
LT: 0.15 mm 
SS: 1200 mm/s 
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PBT: 40 C 
LP: 20 W 










Table A3.1.  Material table 
MaterialID A number for every material 
MaterialName Name of Material 
MaterialType Type of Material (epoxy, resin) 
MachineTypeID SLS SLA FDM, etc. 
Descriptions Character of material 
Price Price of material per kg 
VendorID Link to the vendor info 
PhysicalID Physical properties of the material (solid, etc.) 
StockStatus Material stock status 
PostcureMtd Postcure method 
CriticalExpo Critical Exposure 
DepthPenetration Depth of Penetration 
Visocsity Viscosity centipoises at 30 deg 
Density Density at 25 deg 
TensileStr Tensile strength (ASTM D637) 
TensileMod Tensile Modulus (ASTM D637) 
Elongation Elongation (ASTM D637) 
ImpactStr Impact Strength (notched izod) 
YoungModulus Young's modulus of the material 
Hardness Hardness (shore D-scale) 
GlassTransTemp Glass Transition Temperature 
SpecificGravity Specific Gravity of the material 
ParticleSize Size of the material  
Color Color of the material 
SpecificHeat Specific Heat of the material 
ThermalCond Thermal conduction of the material 
MeltingTemp Melting temperature of the material 
Shrinkage Shrinkage of material 
HeatTransCoeff Heat Transfer Coefficient of the material 
UploadID ID of the user uploaded the material 
Updated_Date Date when the material is updated 
Updated_Time Time when the material is updated 
 
Table A3.2.  Machine table 
MachineID A number for each machine 
MachineName Machine name 
MachineTypeID Machine type (e.g. SLS, SLA, Inkjet) 
MaxPower Maximum laser power 
X_BuildingSize Maximum building dimension in X direction 
Y_BuildingSize Maximum building dimension in Y direction 
Z_BuildingSize Maximum building dimension in Z direction 
Z_Accuracy Accuracy in Z direction 
XY_Accuracy Accuracy in X-Y direction 
MiniWall Minimum wall dimension 
MiniHole Minimum hole dimension 
MaxSpeed Maximum beam speed 
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MachineDimension Machine dimension 
Weight Machine weight 
DataFormat CAD data format 
MinThickness Minimum slice thickness (mm) 
MaxThickness Maximum slice thickness (mm) 
ElecticalSupply Electrical supply of the machine 
MaterialID1 Material used for this machine 
MaterialID2 Material used for this machine 
MaterialID3 Material used for this machine 
MaterialID4 Material used for this machine 
ApplicationID1 Application used for this machine 
ApplicationID2 Application used for this machine 
ApplicationID3 Application used for this machine 
ApplicationID4 Application used for this machine 
VendorID Vendor of the machine 
Price The price per unit 
Photo Photograph of the machine 
PhotoAddress Path address to the photo of the machine 
StockStatus Machine stock status  
UploadID User ID who uploaded this machine 
Update_Date Date where the machine is uploaded 
Update_Time Time where the machine is uploaded 
 
Table A3.3.  Application table 
ApplicationID A number for each application 
ApplicationName Name of the application 
Description Description of the application 
UploadID User ID who uploaded the application 
SamplePhoto1 Photo of application sample1 
SamplePhoto2 Photo of application sample2 
Updated_Date Date where application is uploaded 
Updated_Time Time where application is uploaded 
 
 
Table A3.4.  User’s table in the knowledge database 
UserID A number for every user 
FirstName First Name of the user 
LastName Last Name of the user 
Password Password for the user to log in 
LoginID Log in name 
Company Company of the user 
Address Address of the user 
City City the user from 
StateProv State or province the user from 
PostalCode Postal code of the user  
County Country the user from 
Email Email of the user 
WebLink Personal homepage of the user 
ContactNo User contact number 
FaxNo User fax number 
Position Admin or Member privileges  
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Registered_Date Date user joined 
Registered_Time Time user joined 
Updated_Date Date where user make any amendment 
Updated_Time Time where user make any amendment 
ClientIP IP address of user 
 
Table A3.5.  Geometric features 
 GeoId Identification of geometric features  
Accurate Corresponding Membership function (Integer) 
Medium  Corresponding Membership function (Integer) 





Table A3.6.   Mechanical properties 
 
ProcessID Identification of RP&M process  
Fillet Corresponding Membership function (Integer 
Blend Corresponding Membership function (Integer 
Chamfer Corresponding Membership function (Integer 






Table A3.7.  Mechanical features 
 MechId Identification of mechanical properties  
Very Good Corresponding Membership function (Integer) 
Good  Corresponding Membership function (Integer) 






Table A3.8.  Fine features 
 ProcessID Identification of RP&M process  
GeoId Identification of geometric features  
CaseA Corresponding Membership function (Integer) 
CaseB  Corresponding Membership function (Integer) 






Table A3.9.  Process benchmarks 
 
BenchmarkID Identification of process benchmarks 
ProcessBenchmarkName Corresponding benchmark name 
MachineName Machine based on the process 
BenchmarkingProcedure Corresponding benchmark procedure 
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